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Abstract
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) has historically shown to be unreliable when
compared to their manned counterparts. Part of the reason is they may not be
able to afford the redundancies required to handle faults from system or cost
constraints. This research explores instances when actuator fault handling may
be improved with integrated approaches for small UAVs which have limited
actuator redundancy.
The research started with examining the possibility of handling the case where
no actuator redundancy remains post fault. Two fault recovery schemes, combing
control allocation and hardware means, for a Quad Rotor UAV with no redun-
dancy upon fault event are developed to enable safe emergency landing.
Inspired by the integrated approach, a proposed integrated actuator control
scheme is developed, and shown to reduce the magnitude of the error dynamics
when input saturation faults occur. Geometrical insights to the proposed actuator
scheme are obtained. Simulations using an Aerosonde UAV model with the
proposed scheme showed significant improvements to the fault tolerant stuck
fault range and improved guidance tracking performance.
While much research literature has previously been focused on the controller
to handle actuator faults, fault tolerant guidance schemes may also be utilized to
accommodate the fault. One possible advantage of using fault tolerant guidance
is that it may consider the fault degradation effects on the overall mission.
A fault tolerant guidance reconfiguration method is developed for a path fol-
lowing mission. The method provides an additional degree of freedom in design,
which allows more flexibility to the designer to meet mission requirements.
This research has provided fresh insights into the handling UAV extremal
actuator faults through integrated approaches. The impact of this work is to ex-
pand on the possibilities a practitioner may have for improving the fault handling
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is gaining popularity nowadays in alleviating
the manned air planes in dull, dirty and dangerous missions. The biggest dif-
ference between a UAV and the manned aircraft is the human pilot. The weight
reduction gained in removing the pilots and their life support systems often re-
sult in increased flight endurance, or increased payload carrying capability when
compared to conventional aircraft. This presents an attractive and at the same
time less costly platform, to decision makers during purchases. Also, the absence
of the pilot removes any possibility of having fatalities when used in dirty, dull
and dangerous missions over hostile airspace.
However, the removal of the pilot also presents many challenges. When faults
occur, the human pilot on-board is capable of making decisions and can control the
aircraft to safety. While the UAV has an equivalent ground operator performing
the same role in the ground control station (GCS), the lack in tactical feedback
and the delays due to communication links are obstacles faced by the ground
operator in achieving similar effective responses. Appropriate fault detection and
decision making by the on-board flight control computer can aid in reducing the
workload, as well as improving the chances of faults becoming systems failures.
While affordable, issues with safety and reliability have hounded the UAV in-
dustry. Current UAVs have mishap levels one to two orders higher than manned
aircraft levels [2]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. UAV reliability is therefore impor-
tant because it underlies their affordability (an acquisition issue), their mission
availability (an operations and logistics issue), and their acceptance into civil
airspace [3]. Ref. [1] concludes with the statement that improving UAV reliability
is the single most immediate and long reaching need to ensure their success. With
the proliferation of UAVs, and the push for them to operate in non-segregated




Figure 1.1: UAV failure rates illustrating the high mishap rates of UAVs compared
to general aviation aircraft, taken from Ref. [1]
One way to improve the system’s reliability is to increase the level of hard-
ware redundancies. However, this approach can greatly increase the cost and
complexity of the UAV, which makes them a much less attractive proposition.
Moreover, many micro and mini UAVs may not be able to afford the weight or
volume of these hardware redundancies without reducing their endurance or
payload capability due to their extremely limited physical constraints. Another
obvious method may be to use better quality and more reliable components to
reduce failure rates. However, this method may not be feasible due to the usually
higher costs associated with better quality components, or the technology may
not be currently available. An alternative to hardware redundancy is to exploit
the analytical redundancy often found in systems.
Due to the complexity in research to complete an active Fault Tolerant Control
(FTC) system, many researches have concentrated on either the fault detection,
and isolation algorithms or on the reconfiguration control for recovery [4]. A
potential problem with these modular approaches during application is they may
not be fully optimized to complement each other for overall scheme improve-
ments. For example, switching between models after fault isolation may not
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be bumpless [4]. Some Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) techniques are not
compatible with some reconfiguration control techniques, as they do not provide
sufficient diagnosis details required by the controller for redesign.
Often, the actuator FDD algorithms require full actuator state feedback for
fault detection and diagnosis. In Ref. [5], a decentralized FDD tecnique, using
only actuator position feedback is combined with control allocation, has been
successfully simulated on a Boeing 747 benchmark. Airbus has also described the
FDD and FTC practices in Ref. [6], using examples from its latest aircraft A380
airplane.
Although there are many operational UAVs employing some forms of fault
tolerant control, few papers have been published on the industrial FTC techniques
used on them. Recently, research papers describing complete active FTC designs
have been published. An Aerosonde UAV FTC strategy to handle actuator faults
for the Aerosonde UAV have been published in Refs. [7] and [8] using Unknown
Decoupled Input Observers (UDIO) for fault diagnosis, and Robust Eigenstruc-
ture assignment for reconfiguration control. However, guidance is not included
in the FTC design, which is necessary for any practical UAV implementation to
manage the mission profile after fault. Another research book describes a fault
tolerant control and guidance using MMAE for FDI and control allocation (CA) for
reconfiguration control Ref. [9]. A separate standalone reconfigurable guidance
law is also proposed in the work.
Through these examples, the complexity in implementing a complete fault
tolerant control structure for a UAV is apparent. In Ref. [10], a basic review of
the possible fault detection techniques to best handle the various potential fault
types are presented. More detailed and comprehensive references on the selection
of fault tolerant and diagnosis methods are presented in Ref. [11], [12], and [13].
Collectively, they form some of the comprehensive works in helping the reader
appreciate and decide on the methods to deploy for their application.
1.2 Motivation
Fault Tolerant Control is a very well established field, with numerous successful
applications in many industries [14]. Fault Tolerant Control aims to improve
3
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the ability of a system to tolerate component faults so as to maintain its stability
and performance within acceptable/ desired levels [10]. It makes use of existing
hardware or analytical redundancies in the system to mitigate the effects of the
faults, and prevent them from further deteriorating to become system failure [11].
One might then ask: What are the significant failure modes for UAVs? Does
Fault Tolerant Control mitigate the significant failure modes of UAVs? Research
done in Ref. [1] showed that flight controls and propulsion failures form more than
50% of the causes for UAV mishaps for US and Israel UAVs, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
These significant causal factors may be tackled using Fault Tolerant Control.
Figure 1.2: Averaged causes of UAV system failures causes, taken from Ref. [1]
Many reasons have contributed to continued interest in this subject. One
of them is the rapid improvement in enabling advances in avionics. Examples
include shrinking form factors with System on Chip (SOC) designs to enable
more hardware redundancies or new architectures with smarter sensors and ac-
tuators. Moreover, faster embedded computers with increased memory with
reconfigurable computational power, through advances in developments in field
programmable gated arrays (FPGAs), are becoming commonplace. These ad-
vances allow for many new UAV system designs and concepts which improve
the endurance, agility and mission effectiveness.
Due to enabling technological advances in sensing, actuation and compu-
tational power, opportunities to improve on small UAVs may be presented by
improving fault tolerant strategies to take advantage of these new advances. One
approach that is increasingly common in today’s world is to integrate functional-
ity and components into integrated systems to take advantage of the technological
advances to offer smaller/ more competitive products. An approach which is en-
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abled by the smaller sensors is in the integrated vehicle health management field
to predict and manage faults before they occur [15]. Prognostics and health man-
agement is further enhanced by the minimization of enabling sensors [16], [17],
[18].
Increasingly, trends to treat the actuation system control design as a whole sys-
tem approach have become prevalent. Examples include novel actuator designs
like hierarchical actuators consisting of integrated actuators [19], plasma actuators
[20], and Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMs) based actuators [21]. Some
of these actuators are already applied in flight control of UAVs [22], [23]. Due
to the different physical architectures, control strategies/ architectures may need
to be refined to exploit the new actuator forms and the analytical redundancy
within. However, in many existing UAVs, it is often more difficult to add actua-
tors for the UAV compared to flight sensors due to the need for the actuators to be
positioned for control effectiveness. Also, electronics minimization may offer the
possibility for additional sensors to be available in replacement of current ones
should technology advances. Thus, the motivation here is to pursue the study of
actuator faults.
Already, integrated approaches have been researched on missile and UAV ap-
plications as a means to improve its overall performance. Traditionally, guidance
and control algorithms in a flying platform are designed separately. Controller
designs are primarily aimed at stabilization of the platform, while guidance aims
to bring the platform to meet the mission profile. While decoupling the objectives
allow for easier design process, the designs may not be able to fully exploit the
full performance capabilities of the platform, due to the need for separation of
bandwidths between guidance and control algorithms to ensure stabilization in
a cascaded loop design. Many Integrated Guidance and Control (IGC) design
approaches combine the guidance and control designs together to remove the
conventional bandwidth separation requirement between the guidance and con-
trol loops for stability considerations. This enables the designs to improve on
their performance due to the tighter coupling achieved between guidance and
control. Some prominent examples include missiles requiring high performance
effectiveness, like in hit to kill missiles [24], or moving mass actuated kinetic war-
heads [25]. Other examples include re-entry vehicles [26] and UAVs [27], [28].
These examples showed the superior performance of the integrated designs over
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traditional modular designs.
In the area of fault tolerant control research, review papers have suggested at
the potential of an improvement in fault detection and handling via integration.
In Ref. [4] which reviewed existing fault tolerant control techniques, better inte-
gration between fault detection and reconfiguration controller has been suggested
as a way to reduce fault deterioration effects. In Ref. [29], current results on fault
tolerant guidance had been reviewed as being "not sufficiently explored and needs
more methodological work" to complement existing current fault tolerant control
techniques. These motivate the author’s research direction to be geared towards
finding integrated approaches to improve on existing designs. Specifically, can
one use combined approaches to improve on fault tolerance performance of a
system?
Fault tolerant designs may be complicated by the few physical or analytical re-
dundancies available in the system for many small existing UAVs. Yet, the overall
system may need to provide for a prescribed level of safety should faults occur. A
strong motivation for research would thus be to look into fault tolerant strategies
possibilities, especially for UAVs with no potential analytical redundancy post
fault occurrence. This is a practical problem faced by UAV designers in which
research insights into the matter will be useful.
The motivation for this research is therefore to focus on performance aspects of
handling actuator faults for UAVs. Specifically, two research questions are asked.
1. What can be done if limited redundancy is available in small UAVs?
2. Can integrated/ combined approaches be used to alleviate severe actuator
faults?
1.3 Research aim and approach
From the research motivations described in the previous section, the research here
aims to investigate and propose ways to improve the handling of actuator faults
for UAVs. Two research directions are identified and pursued in this work.
As the fastest control loops in a system lies in the actuation system, the first
research aims to investigate the possibility of improving the fault handling from
6
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within the actuation system. An actuator control scheme combining control al-
location into the actuation system has been already being proposed [30]. By
handling an individual actuator’s fault within the actuation system, improved
fault handling performance may be achieved. However, the theoretical insights
to the scheme have not been fully investigated. The research here aims to establish
the properties of the integrated scheme, and show the improvements to handling
actuator faults using the integrated scheme.
The second research direction investigates the usage of fault tolerant guidance
to bring about improved mission performance with fault occurrence. Usually, a
path following mission’s guidance may consist of a path planner and a path fol-
lowing algorithm. The research focus here investigates the possibility of accom-
modating the degraded system’s capability through reconfiguring the guidance
scheme’s parameters. The idea to pursue here is to investigate the possibility of
providing flexibility and improving mission success rates while accommodating
to the degraded system capability. By utilizing both guidance modules parame-
ters, a proposed reconfiguration is able to provide more flexibility for the designer
to handle the fault degradation effects, thus improving mission success rates.
Together, the intent of the research is to improve current small UAVs’ ability
to handle actuator faults. Small UAVs are often more limited by the amount of
redundancy available; hence integrated approaches to synergize between various
parts of a fault tolerant scheme are proposed.
1.4 Contributions
Overall, this research has provided fresh insights into the objective of handling
UAV extremal actuator faults through combined approaches. The impact of this
work is to expand on the possibilities a practitioner may have for improving the
fault handling capabilities of a UAV. The main contributions of this work are:
1. A proposed integrated actuator control scheme is shown to reduce the mag-
nitude of the error dynamics compared to a conventional scheme when
input saturation faults occur.
2. Geometrical insights to the proposed actuator scheme are shown.
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3. Simulations using an Aerosonde UAV model with the integrated actuator
control scheme showed significant improvements to the fault tolerant stuck
fault range.
4. A proposed fault tolerant guidance reconfiguration method is developed
for a path following mission. The method provides an additional degree
of freedom in design, which allows more flexibility to the designer to meet
mission requirements.
1.5 Research publications
Since the beginning of research, the following publications have been prepared:
1. Chang How Lo, Hyo-Sang Shin, Seungkeun Kim, and Antonios Tsourdos
Modeling and Simulation of Fault Tolerant Strategies for A Quad Rotor UAV.
In AIAA Modeling and Simulation Technologies Conference, Minnesota ,2012.
2. Chang How Lo, Hyo-Sang Shin, Antonios Tsourdos, and Seung-Hwan Kim.
Improving the performance of an actuator control scheme during satura-
tion. In Advances in Aerospace Guidance, Navigation and Control, pages 15–27.
Springer, 2013.
3. C.H. Lo, H.S. Shin, A. Tsourdos, and S.H. Kim. Improving the performance
of an actuator control scheme during saturation. In Euro GNC 2013 – 2nd
CEAS Specialist Conference on Guidance, Navigation & Control, Delft, pages
204–216, 2013.
4. C.H. Lo, H.S. Shin and A. Tsourdos. A Guidance Reconfiguration Strategy to
Handle Aileron Actuator Fault. In MED 2015 – 23rd Mediterranean Conference
on Control and Automation, Torremolinos, Spain
1.6 Organization of thesis
The organisation of this thesis is as follows: The rest of this chapter describes
the background and motivation leading to the research objectives of this research.
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Following on, Chapter 2 provides a review of the existing literature on the devel-
opments in fault tolerant control and integrated guidance and control areas. This
provides an extensive background to focus the research done by the author.
In Chapter 3, an integrated actuator control scheme which integrates control
allocation and actuator controller together is shown analytically to be superior in
performance during saturation or input faults. Using frequency domain analysis,
it is shown that the magnitude of error dynamics of the proposed scheme is smaller
compared to the conventional scheme. Chapter 4 extends the theoretical analysis
of the integrated actuator control scheme. Using discrete time domain analysis,
geometrical insights to the improvement in the performance of the integrated
scheme over the conventional scheme is obtained.
In Chapter 5, the integrated actuator control scheme is tested with an Aerosonde
UAV model with flight control and guidance. The simulation results showed sig-
nificant improvement in the actuator fault handling range with a classical flight
control. Also, guidance tracking error performance is improved.
Ultimately, mission success is the most important measure for any UAV oper-
ation. With faults affecting the capability of the system, guidance schemes may be
reconfigured to improve on the mission success and safety. Chapter 6 describes
a proposed method to reconfigure a guidance scheme to accommodate the de-
graded system’s capability. The new method improves the guidance performance
of the system, and provides an additional degree of freedom to the designer to
trade between guidance performance and path radius change.
In Chapter 7, conclusions to this work are presented. Here, the work presented
is linked to the research aims and directions. Finally, Chapter 8 details future work





Modern flying systems rely on sophisticated control systems to meet performance
and safety requirements. At the same time, the increased sophistication in control
systems may lead to unsatisfactory performance, even to the extent of instability,
when faults in actuators, sensors or other components in the system occur. To
address this problem, Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) design methodologies have
been researched on as mitigating approaches to tolerate and maintain stability
and certain performances with component malfunctions.
Extensive research has been carried out on this topic, leading to numerous
Fault Detection and Diagnosis techniques. Many excellent literature reviews had
been published to educate on this important topic and progress. These papers
range from general reviews [31] [32] [33] [34], to industry specifics like flight
control systems [35][29].
In this chapter, a brief review of the concepts of the FTC is introduced. The
review is not intended to be exhaustive, but aims to provide a brief insight of some
of the main concepts in model based FTC. Besides model based methods, there
exists many other methods like data based methods such as neural networks, sig-
nal models methods like Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), which are not covered in this review. The aim here is to present
an overview on some of the fundamental ideas and current developments leading
to the research directions described in Section 1.3.
The organization of this chapter is as follows- basic definition of model based
FTC is first described. The main ideas of generating and evaluating residuals in
Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) are next presented. This is followed by a
description on reconfigurable control techniques. A discussion on the literature
survey leading to the research directions taken in this work is then presented.
Lastly, the chapter’s conclusions are described.
Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.2 Model Based Fault Tolerant Control Overview
The review starts off with a definition of fault, failure, Fault Tolerant Control
and its components. According to the IFAC Technical Committee SAFEPROCESS
definitions [10],
”A fault is an unpermitted deviation of at least one characteristic property or
parameter of the system from the acceptable/ usual/ standard condition.”
”A failure is a permanent interruption of a system’s ability to perform a re-
quired function under specified operating conditions.”
Critical faults may not cause system failures if they are handled/ mitigated. The
purpose of Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) is to prevent a fault from deteriorating to
a system failure. Emphasis and research on FTC has always been ongoing due to
the potential realisable benefits, especially for safety critical systems.




When sensor faults occur, the plant is not changed. However, the sensor values
feedback to the system for control and monitoring will be abnormal. Typical
sensor faults include biases, drifts, loss of accuracy, and freezing of value. When
these faulty readings are not detected and used for close loop control, degradation
in control performance and stability will occur.
Plant faults change the dynamics of the system. An example of plant fault
for aircraft is structural damage. In this case, aerodynamic properties of the
aircraft or centre of gravity may be changed, causing the dynamics of the system
to be changed. [36] presents a comprehensive review on flight vehicle structural
damage monitoring and its challenges. Among the various techniques, Integrated
Vehicle Health Monitoring (IVHM) techniques have surfaced as an approach to
improve on the overall reliability of the system by predicting the emergence of
faults before they become critical [37].
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Actuator faults change the influence the controller has on the plant as they
directly impacts the controllability and performance of the plant. Output actuator
faults can be categorised as: stuck, floating, and hardover. Actuators can be stuck
due to mechanical jams. They can also fail floating, in which the control surface
moves freely according to subjected aerodynamic forces. Loss of power to an
actuator may cause this type of fault. The worst actuator failure is considered
the runaway or hardover fault. In a runaway fault, the control surface will move
towards its maximum mechanical limit position or aerodynamic blowdown limit.
Besides the output actuators faults which are commonly analysed, common
problems faced in the actuators are that they may be saturated due to their physical
constraints such as voltage, current, or slew rate limit. These problems can result
in significant performance degradation of the flight control system, and in the
worst case, destabilise the entire system [38]. The design of control systems with
constraints on input and state/output variables is currently an active research
topic [4]. In the later section, the handling of actuator faults is described.
2.2.1 Fault Tolerant Control Objective
The aim of FTC is to prevent a fault from deteriorating to become a system
failure. For flight systems, this also means the protection of the flying platform
to ensure it remains within the safe operating condition after fault occurrence.
Fig. 2.1 illustrates the concept of FTC enlarging the controllable flight envelope
after fault occurrence. The primary task of FTC is to stabilize the system and bring
the platform to within a safe controllable operating point post fault. Compared
to a nominal control design which does not consider faults, FTC offers a safer
operation by initiating recovery. The system’s performance may have degraded
with faults, but safety is improved.
2.2.2 Redundancy is Key to Fault Tolerant Control
A fault tolerant system requires redundancy in the system to recover from any
possible critical fault. Redundancy can come in two main forms- hardware and
analytical. The hardware redundancy concept is simple. The idea is to have
duplicate sets of subsystems check against each other while remaining functional
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Figure 2.1: Flight Envelope Protection using Fault Tolerant Control
should one subsystem fail. For systems having triple or more hardware redun-
dancies, the subsystems output are compared or voted against each another to
select the value for propagation to the next subsystem, as well as to determine
faulty subsystems. This is used in almost all big modern civil aircraft due to the
need to achieve the required low probabilities of failure levels; examples include
the Boeing 777, Airbus A320/330/340/380.
In smaller aircraft or large UAVs like the Predator UAV, as the required Mean
Time between Lost (MTBL) probabilities are reduced, dual redundancies may
be used to save weight and complexity. In dual redundant avionics systems,
one subsystem is made the Master subsystem while the other acts as a backup
subsystem (Slave) monitoring the Master. Comprehensive internal and cross
subsystem health monitoring is done to sieve out potential faults for switching
over.
However, mini/micro UAVs usually cannot afford the luxury of carrying re-
dundant hardware due to weight or cost constraints. Instead, analytical redun-
dancy may be utilized. The concept of analytical redundancy comes from the
utilization of coupling connections often found between measurements/ outputs.
A mathematical model of the system is used to generate estimates of other mea-
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surements as they are inter-related mathematically.
For actuators, coupled interactions between their control variables can allow
for controllability in secondary channels. An example would be the usage of
rudder to roll the aircraft when ailerons fail. Besides saving weight, analytical
redundancy also offers a form of dissimilar redundancy, which is important to
avoid common mode failures [39].
2.3 Fault Tolerant Control Types
2.3.1 Passive Fault Tolerant Control
Historically, FTC systems can be classified into two types- passive and active.
In passive FTC systems, a fixed controller is designed to tolerate changes of the
plant dynamics which changes with the introduction of pre-determined faults.
Typically, robust control formulations like H2, H∞ and robust eigenstructure as-
signment methods are used here [40, 41, 42]. During the design process, the faults
and their effects on plant dynamics are considered to create a robust controller
which will meet the necessary stabilization and performance requirements. No
other form of diagnostics or detection methods is required, which also makes this
form of design be known as ’reliable’ control. While robust to the evaluated fault
conditions, the problem with utilizing only passive fault tolerance approach is
that robust controllers exist only for certain restricted class of changes caused by
faults. This approach is potentially suboptimal for the nominal operating condi-
tions due to the trade-off needed between performance and robustness to faults
[43].
2.3.2 Active Fault Tolerant Control
Fig. 2.2 shows an active FTC system architecture. In model based active FTC
approaches, a fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) module is first used to actively
detect, isolate and identify a fault via the concept of residual generation and
evaluation. Upon fault occurrence, a reconfiguration mechanism is used to handle
the fault. A nominal mission, guidance and controller will be reconfigured by
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the reconfiguration mechanism when faults are detected and diagnosed by the
fault detection and diagnosis module. The reconfiguration mechanism may be
embedded within the mission, guidance and control algorithms, instead of being
a standalone module.
Figure 2.2: Active Fault Tolerant Control System block diagram
Some literature termed this whole process as Fault Detection Isolation Recon-
figuration (FDIR)[32] [29], while others referred to it as Fault Detection Diagnosis
(FDD) [44] [45] [46] [4].
In an active FTC architecture, the first task is to detect and identify faults.
Fig. 2.3 illustrates the main idea in model based approaches for fault detection,
consisting of two steps: residual generation and residual evaluation. In residual
generation, a model is used to generate the expected output of a fault free plant.
The model’s output is compared (subtracted) with the actual plant output to
generate a residual signal. Next, the residual signal is evaluated to determine the
presence of faults with a residual evaluation algorithm.
As the FDD process takes place in the presence of disturbances and process
noise, it may be difficult to distinguish between them and faulty behaviour as
the plant dynamics may not be ’exciting’ for identification. To improve on the
fault detection and isolation process, a recent FDD approach is for the algorithm
to actively inject probing signals into the null space to aid in the detection and
15
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Figure 2.3: Model Based Fault Diagnosis
isolation process. This is known as the active FDD approach, which contrasts with
previous FDD passive approaches that do not inject/ create additional dynamics
into the plant. However, the active FDD approach adds additional complexity
into the system.
Although the active FTC approach promises potentially greater fault detection
and handling capabilities when compared to the passive robust FTC approach,
the usage of residual generation and evaluation algorithms lead to the possibility
of false alarms. On the other hand, a fault detection module may miss detections
when faults are present, which may cause system failure.
Generally, a fault detection module will need to achieve high fault detection
probability, fast detection time and low false alarm probability. A reliable fault
detection algorithm is one with high fault detection probability. A fast detection
time is required to ensure there is a good chance of recovering from the fault
before it propagates to become system failure, while low false alarms rates increase
mission reliability and safety if reconfiguration upon false alarm causes instability.
One way to reduce false alarms is to have higher residual thresholds or longer
detection confirmation times, which may result in missed detections and longer
detection time leading to reduced chances of successful reconfiguration. For any
practical implementation, these considerations need to be balanced to ensure
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success [43].
For historical reasons and the level of complexity of research, FDD techniques
and reconfigurable control are usually cast as two separate research topics. The
sections below describe some of the FDD and reconfigurable control techniques.
2.4 Fault Detection and Diagnosis Methods
As mentioned in the earlier section, model based fault detection and isolation
methods consist of residual generation and evaluation. There are generally four




• Combination of the above
2.4.1 Residual Generation
2.4.1.1 Observer Based
The idea in observer designs is to use an output error between a measured process
output and a model’s output to construct a residual. It is assumed with this
approach that the model’s structure and parameters of the model are precisely
known. A model of a linear time invariant process is
x˙(t) = Ax˙(t) + Bu(t) (2.1)
y(t) = Cx(t) (2.2)
The state observer’s output is then
ˆ˙x(t) = Aˆ˙x(t) + Bu(t) + He(t) (2.3)
e(t) = y(t) − Cxˆ(t) (2.4)
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where e(t) is an output error which acts through the observer gain matrix H to
estimate the states. With the assumption that the system is observable, and sta-
ble through the proper design of the H, it can be shown the state error vanishes
asymptotically. One common method to design H is via pole placement. The
state estimation poles should be faster than the process poles (high gain), and yet
sufficiently slow to manage noise (low gain). The scheme is good for detecting
additive faults. However, it is not straight forward to use this scheme for de-
tecting multiplicative faults that changes the process dynamics A,B,C, which are
elaborated upon in Ref. [10].
Besides managing noise and observer stability, H can also be chosen to ensure
the residuals have a proper structure so as to be sensitive to certain faults for
fault isolation purposes [47]. However, it may be difficult to design for complete
decoupling structure at times when not all measurements are available.
Besides classical Luenberger observer described above, Kalman filters and
their variants are popularly used as a type of optimal observers, where H is
chosen to minimize the effects of stationary stochastic white noise present in the
system, with knowledge of their noise covariance. Besides Kalman filters, Sliding
mode observers [48] have also been used.
Another method is to simply have a bank of special observers, each with
different inputs and outputs. The observer with the omitted inputs or outputs
will not show changes to the corresponding input and output faults. When
the bank of observers includes all inputs and all outputs, except one input or
one output which the fault is modelled for, it is called the generalized observer
scheme [13].
The idea of using multiple models in fault detection and isolation has many
different variants. Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (MMAE)[49], Interacting
Multiple Models [50], Multiple Model Switching and Tuning (MMST) [51]. The
main differences between these formulations lie in the combinational logic for
fault isolation and handling.
2.4.1.2 Parity Relations
One method to detect faults for model based fault detection is to compare the
difference between the measured signals and the model outputs. The difference
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or discrepancy between the two are expressed as residuals. Here, analytical
redundancy is characterized in terms of a parity space [52]. One simple method
of understanding parity relations is as follows: Consider a state space model of
the form
x˙(t) = Ax˙(t) + Bu(t) + Vv(t) + Lf(t) (2.5)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Nn(t) + Mf(t) (2.6)
where n(t) is noise disturbance, and v(t) is unmeasurable inputs or disturbances.
f(t) describes the fault behaviour, and N, V, L and M, are their corresponding
matrix gains. By differentiating Equation 2.6 repeatedly q times, q ≤ n, n being
the system order leads to
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Using this method, one can see the temporal redundancy in the equations gener-
ated at the same instant time t [53] . Multiplying weighting wT to both sides of
Equation 2.5 and selecting wT such that
wTT = 0 (2.14)
wTQv = 0 (2.15)
The residual vector can be calculated as
r(t) = wTY(t) −wTQuU(t) (2.16)
(2.17)
Alternatively, the residual can be seen as
r(t) = wTQfF(t) + wTQnN(t) (2.18)
Equation 2.18 shows how the residual is affected by the faults and noise. By
choosing different weights satisfying Equation 2.14, a residual vector is formed to
create a parity space [54]. The residuals may be enhanced by designing directional
or structural residuals, in which the weights are chosen such that different faults
trigger different residual patterns. This increases the robustness of the fault
detection and isolation process greatly compared to using a single residual value.
However, the higher order derivatives of y(t) are needed for realisation, which
cannot be directly obtained due to practical noise issues. State observers may be
used for continuous time implementations. Modern digital implementations are
easier, since the q operator can be shifted backwards to be causal [10].
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2.4.1.3 Parameter Estimation
Parameter Estimation techniques are popularly used in the aerospace industry
for flight testing and verification purposes. The parameter estimation algorithms
used can be classified into on-line and off-line algorithms, with the off-line max-
imum likelihood based algorithms being most popularly used for estimation of
aircraft coefficients [55]. However, only real time on-line algorithms can be used
in the context of fault detection and isolation.
On-line parameter estimation algorithms can be formulated in either time or
frequency domain. For time domain techniques, Least Squares type of estimation
algorithms like recursive least squares (RLS) [56] have been used. Other examples
on this include Kalman Filter types like Extended and Unscented Kalman Filters
[57].
One problem with parameter estimation methods used in fault detection is
that they are often slow to update the abrupt changes cause by faults due to the
practical noise considerations. Exponential forgetting is introduced as one way
in recursive least squares to speed up the parameter estimation process.
2.4.1.4 Combinations of Methods
As each of the above described methods come with their own strengths and
weakness in methodology, it is common for researchers to combine their strengths
during application to enhance the fault detection and isolation capabilities during
application. Some examples include [58] and [10].
2.4.2 Residual Evaluation
After a residual is generated, the residuals need to be evaluated for decision
on fault occurrence. Residual evaluation methods may be statistical based like
Chi-squared testing, Sequential probability ratio testing (SPRT), or generalized
likelihood ratio (GLR) testing, to adaptive threshold methods[10]. The stochastic
based formulations provide a theoretical foundation for trade off between false
alarms and missed detection rates.
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Multiple model techniques like Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (MMAE)
[9], Interacting Multiple Models (IMM) [50] [59], and Multiple Model Switching
and Tuning (MMST) [60] [61] have also been proposed.
2.5 Reconﬁgurable Control Methods
The next step after fault confirmation is to reconfigure the controller to handle
the fault. Many techniques exist to reconfigure the controller. Unlike model
based FDI which can be classified into four main types, almost any control design
technique may be used to synthesize a controller, once given the post fault plant
dynamics.
Some examples include dynamic inversion [62], adaptive control [63], [64],
LMI [7], sliding model control [65],and backstepping [66], just to name a few.
Fig. 2.4 shows a possible classification of some of the reconfiguration techniques
around.
Different reconfiguration methods have also been studied in Ref. [67]. In
the reference, various techniques have been applied on a recreated incident on
Boeing 747 Flight 1862. This allows would-be-practitioners a chance to compare
and contrast between the various techniques out there. Besides controller re-
design, another popular method of handling the fault is to reconfigure the control
allocator for fault handling.
2.5.1 Control Allocation
Control allocation is about the assignment of virtual control demands to the
physical actuator commands. In aircraft designs, it may be more intuitive to
design a controller with outputs in the roll, pitch, and yaw control space than
physical actuator space. The task of control allocator is then to distribute these
demands to the physical actuators. This is similar to the mechanical linkages in
older aircraft, where the actuators are ganged together mechanically to the pilot
stick controls. In the digital world, the control allocation method can use this
distribution as a means to handle actuator faults easily.
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Figure 2.4: Some Reconfigurable control methods
Good overviews on control allocation can be found in [68],[69],[70], and [71].
In Ref. [72], besides fulfilling the mapping demands, control allocation can at
the same time be used to optimize the actuator outputs according to various
mission profile requirements. Ref. [73] has established an equivalence relation-
ship in using LQR and optimal control allocation. Many of these techniques are
real-time optimization based approaches to search for a feasible solution, and a
comprehensive review on these techniques is given in Ref. [74].
While optimization based approaches for control allocation may approach
the reach of current real time computational implementation capabilities, small
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) which may typically be more computationally
constrained may still benefit from efficient alleviation techniques. In Ref. [75],
a computationally efficient control allocation has been developed based on an
explicit set of allocation rules for small UAVs. This is an alternative to optimization
based control allocation from aerodynamic considerations. In Ref. [76], weak and
strong input redundancy of control systems have been defined, and linear in-line
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filters are used to exploit the input redundancy space to alleviate input rate and
magnitude saturations. Together, these are some of the available techniques for
computationally constrained platforms.
2.5.2 Fault Tolerance Guidance
While much of the past focus of FTC has been on the fault handling using the
flight controller, one emerging research area is the usage of guidance schemes for
fault accommodation. The concept here is to change the guidance demands to suit
the resulting degraded system’s capabilities. This may be especially important at
the edges of controller reconfiguration capability, as fault tolerant guidance may
complement it to improve the overall mission safety and performance with fault
occurrence [29]. Recent research using this approach includes [77], [78] and [79].
In path following missions, the guidance scheme usually consists of a path
planner and path following modules. While many research works have used
either the plan planner or the path following modules individually for fault re-
configuration, one idea which is explored in here to improve the reconfiguration
process is the usage of both modules concurrently for extremal faults.
2.6 Discussion
The literature survey on FTC revealed a well-established field in which extensive
work has already been done in the area. A brief overview on FDD has been
presented, which shows the process may be divided into the tasks of residual
generation and residual evaluation. Analytical redundancy may be exploited
to generate residuals to save hardware sensor requirements. However, many
practical applications still use physical sensors for diagnosis due to the reliability
of the solution obtained. The advancement in sensors minimization technology
makes the implementation of hardware redundancy in flight sensors easier for
existing UAVs looking to improve on its fault tolerance. This is also the same for
structural sensors which are increasingly being used for fault diagnosis purposes.
However, the mechanical parts of the actuation system are relatively more
difficult to duplicate. Thus, the author’s inclination is to research on the handling
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of actuator faults. Fault detection and diagnosis is assumed in this research to be
given by sensor hardware which is reliable. These result in a time delay block
being used to model this block.
The literature review has provided inspiration for the author to direct the
research towards the improvement of handling extremal actuator faults. Speed is
crucial to the success in fault handling, as the system is moving towards failure
with fault occurrence. In typical flight control systems, the actuators are the
innermost and fastest control loop affecting the system dynamics. If actuator
faults are handled within the actuators system itself, it would be potentially faster
relative to using outer control loops for fault handling. As the research trend
towards exploring integrated approaches, the work here explores the possibility
of alleviating the fault performance through integration with control allocation at
the actuator level.
Lastly, the literature survey has identified fault tolerant guidance as an emerg-
ing research direction. One potential advantage here is the ability to accommodate
the fault degradation while protecting the mission. Many research works have
focused on the reconfiguration of either path planning or path following algo-
rithms. Following up on the integrated approach idea, this work explores the
possible usage of the two modules of guidance for reconfiguration to provide
better fault handling capabilities compared to using either one alone.
Together, the ideas derived from the review inspire the research approaches
taken in this work to improve on the ability of systems to handle extremal actuator
faults.
2.7 Conclusion
A brief literature review on FTC is presented as background for the research. An
overview of FTC explaining its primary task of ensuring the flying platform re-
mains within its operating envelope is described. The need for redundancy as the
main requirement for FTC to work is elaborated. Passive and active FTC as the
two main types of FTC are described, with active FTC having a fault detection iso-
lation module and reconfigurable control for realization. FDD and reconfigurable
control techniques are presented. Control allocation is introduced as a possible
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reconfiguration technique to handle actuator faults. An emerging research area is
on the guidance being utilized to accommodate the fault degradation. A possible
advantage of using fault tolerant guidance is the ability to consider and improve
on the overall mission safety and performance. A discussion based the insights
from the literature survey reveals the research directions taken in this work to
further the research on the handling extremal actuator faults on UAVs.
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Improving the performance of an
actuation system when subjected to
saturation fault
3.1 Introduction
The performance of the actuation system plays a decisive role in determining the
performance of the flight control system, especially for a highly manoeuvrable
air vehicles [30]. The vehicles are generally controlled by fins of which defection
produces aerodynamic force. However, in classical autopilot design, the autopilot
produces virtual roll, pitch and yaw moment demands [80] instead of physical
fin deflection commands. These moment demands are then ‘mixed’or allocated
by an control allocation algorithm to generate individual actuator commands.
The actuator commands will typically be tracked by their individual actuator
controllers. Common problems faced in the actuators are that they may be satu-
rated due to their physical constraints such as voltage, current, or slew rate limit.
These problems can result in the significant performance degradation of the flight
control system, or worse still, destabilize the entire system.
Many approaches have been proposed to tackle this problem. One method
to handling actuator fault for an over-actuated system is to treat it as a control
allocation problem. Methods such as redistributed pesudo inverse [68], dynamic
control allocation [81], quadratic programming techniques [82], and direct al-
location [83] have been devised as optimization based approaches to handle the
constraints. Fault handling and reconfiguration control during actuator faults can
also be considered [84], [85]. Many of these techniques are real-time optimization
based approaches to search for a feasible solution, and a comprehensive review
on these techniques is given in Ref. [74].
While optimization based approaches for control allocation may approach
the reach of current real time computational implementation capabilities, small
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) which may typically be more computationally
constrained may still benefit from efficient alleviation techniques. In Ref. [75],
a computationally efficient control allocation has been developed based on an
explicit set of allocation rule for small UAVs as an alternative to optimization
based control allocation from aerodynamic considerations. In Ref. [76], weak
and strong input redundancy of control systems have been defined, and linear
in-line filters are used to exploit the input redundancy space to alleviate input
rate and magnitude saturations have been proposed. Together, these are some of
the possible available techniques for computationally constrained platforms.
Increasingly, trends to treat the actuation system control design as a whole
system approach have become increasingly important. Concepts such as novel
actuator designs like hierarchical actuators consisting of integrated actuators from
smaller ones [19], plasma actuators [20], and MEMs based actuators [21] have
surfaced. Some of these actuators are already applied in flight control of UAVs
[22], [23]. Due to the different physical architectures, control strategies may need
to be tweaked to exploit the new actuator forms and the analytical redundancy
within.
In an integrated approach, Ref. [30] proposed an alternative actuator control
scheme which alleviates the actuator saturation/ faults for a four tail fin controlled
missile. The integrated actuator control scheme regulates the error in the autopilot
demand space instead of actuator space to utilize the analytically redundant actu-
ator. The paper presented simulation results showing the improved performance
compared to the conventional actuator control scheme during actuator saturation.
This chapter aims to extend on the work in Ref. [30] using frequency domain
analysis methods. First, the integrated actuator control scheme is shown to be
equivalent to a conventional scheme in unsaturated operation region. Next, the
superior performance of the integrated scheme is shown for one and two actua-
tor saturation situations with available actuator redundancy and controllability.
Simulation results verifying the analysis are then shown.
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3.2 Description of Control Scheme
Fig. 4.1 shows a typical control architecture of an aerial vehicle. The flight control
computer computes the guidance and flight control demands using the received
flight sensors data. Usually, when the flight control demand outputs may be more
intuitive to be synthesized in the moment virtual demand commands δmc . When
there are more actuators than virtual demands, control allocation may be used to
synthesize or distribute the virtual demands into individual actuator commands
δ.
Figure 3.1: A typical vehicle autopilot scheme with the actuation system block.
3.2.1 Conventional Actuator Control Scheme
Figure 3.2: Conventional Actuator Control Architecture
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Here, the signal flow between the control allocation and the actuation system
is elaborated. Fig. 3.2 shows a conventional actuator control architecture for





in the roll, pitch and yaw moment space to the actuators.
The virtual command is allocated or mixed by Bca to generate each individual
actuator command δic. Each actuator controller Ki computes the voltage command
Vic to their actuator plant. Each actuator plant considers of a linear actuator model
Gi, which is preceded by a physical voltage constraint Kis. The resulting actuator
positions are measured, and the achieved autopilot demand response can be
found by deallocating the individual actuator response by matrix Pca.
The closed loop transfer function for the conventional actuator control scheme
for the autopilot demands is
δm = PcaGK (I + GK)
−1 Bcaδmc (3.1)
The four actuators can be combined mathematically as G = diag(Gi) and Ks =
diag(Kis), with i’s values being 1 to 4. Kis is the standard saturation function
to describe the physical voltage input constraint, Vc. In frequency domain, the
nonlinear saturation function can be represented as
Kis = 1, |Vc| ≤ Vmax (3.2)
0 < Kis < 1, |Vc| > Vmax (3.3)
It is assumed there is no unstable pole zero cancellation in the system. For a








and the deallocation matrix Pca being






1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
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Figure 3.3: Integrated Actuator Control Architecture
with PcaBca = I, or Bca being the pseudo inverse solution of Pca. The control
deallocation matrix is obtained by considering the resultant torque generated by
each actuator’s position from the aerodynamics point of view.
3.2.2 Integrated Actuator Control Scheme
In the integrated actuator control scheme, the idea is to shift the allocator from
the flight computer block to the actuation block to combine the actuators as
shown in Fig. 3.3. Fig. 3.4 elaborates on the integrated actuator control scheme
first proposed in [30]. Here, the controller regulates in the autopilot demand
space before control allocation. This contrasts with the conventional control
scheme regulating in each individual actuator command. The closed loop transfer
function of the integrated scheme can be derived as
δm(s) = PcaGKsBcaK (I + PcaGKsBcaK)
−1δmc(s) (3.6)
3.2.3 Comparison of Control Schemes
The comparison of the two control schemes is divided into 3 cases: linear (non-
saturating) case, 1 actuator saturation fault case, and > 1 actuator saturation fault
case.
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Figure 3.4: Integrated actuator control scheme
3.2.3.1 Non saturation case
First, the actuators and their controllers are assumed similar, that is, Gi = G and
Ki = K. In the case when there is no saturation fault, Kis become unity gain in
Equations 3.1 and 3.6, that is,
Ks = I (3.7)
Substituting Eqn. 3.7 into Eqn. 3.1 results in
δm(s) = PcaGKsK (I + GKsK)
−1 Bcaδmc(s)
= PcaGK (I + GK)
−1 Bcaδmc(s) (3.8)
Realise GK and (I + GK)−1 are diagonal matrices. This means the inverse of the of
the term (I + GK)−1 is simply the inverse of the individual diagonal terms. Using









Similarly, the same approach is used to analyse the integrated scheme. Substitut-
ing Eqns. 3.7, 3.4 and 4.52 into Eqn 3.6, and noting G, K are diagonal, Eqn. 3.6
becomes Eqn. 3.9.
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The significance of this case is to show the two control schemes are equivalent
during nominal operation, and prove the improvement in performance of the
integrated scheme shown later is not due to increase in gain used. In practice, this
may reduce the amount of design analysis needed to convert from the integrated
scheme for any existing actuator scheme.
3.2.3.2 One actuator saturation fault case
Next, the analysis is extended to the case with 1 actuator saturation fault. First,
assume actuator 4 is saturated. This can be represented by
Ks =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 K4s
 (3.10)
Substituting Equation 3.10 into Equation 3.6 for the integrated scheme, and rear-
























































































3.2. Description of Control Scheme
Equations 3.11 to 3.13 show the effect of actuator saturation fault. The first term
on the right hand side of these equations is the nominal unsaturated performance
of the actuator, while the second term is the additional dynamics introduced by
the saturated actuator. For the conventional scheme, similar relationships can be
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δ4c (3.16)
Similarly, the Actuator 4 saturation fault effects can be accounted for the con-
ventional actuator scheme. The second term on the right hand side of Equations
3.14 to 3.16 is the detrimental contribution by the saturation.
Comparing between the integrated and conventional schemes, it can be seen
the numerator of the saturation dynamics for both schemes are the same at (K4s−1)
from Equations 3.11 to 3.16.
Now, comparing the denominator of conventional and integrated scheme,
it can be seen the conventional scheme’s denominator is 4GKK4s + 4, while the
integrated scheme’s denominator is GK + 3GKK4s + 4. To compare between the
two terms, let G(s) = a + bj.
For the conventional scheme, the magnitude of the denominator is
|4GKK4s + 4| =
(
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In comparison, the integrated scheme’s denominator is
|GK + 3GKK4s + 4| =
(
(aK + 3aKK4s + 4)2 + (bK + 3bKK4s)2
)0.5
(3.18)
By comparing term by term between Eqn. 3.17 and Eqn. 3.18, and noting
|4K4s| < |1 + 3K4s| (3.19)
as 0 < K4s < 1 during actuator saturation or fault.This implies the magnitude
of the effect caused by the saturation term for the conventional scheme will be
bigger than the integrated scheme. The alleviation in actuator saturation in the
integrated scheme in this case is due to the availability of actuator redundancy,
which enables the controller to increase the commands of the other non-saturated
actuators.
Next, the saturations on the other actuators are considered. For the single ac-










( Kis − 1
K G + 3 G K Kis + 4
)]
(3.21)
with the appropriate actuator being saturated, and the other Kis being equal to 1.
3.2.4 Two actuators saturation
The remaining two unsaturated actuators provide only two degrees of freedom
for fulfilling three virtual commands. During saturation, the saturated actuators
would effectively be open loop in performance. To map this to the control allo-
cation matrix Bca by making the row representing the saturated actuators zero, 6
possible combinations matrices are obtained:
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This means only one of the three autopilot commands will be controllable,
while the remaining two commands will have to "share" the remaining actuator.




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 K3s 0
0 0 0 K4s
 (3.28)
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α = K3s + K4s + GK (K3sK4s − 1) − 2 (3.30)
β = (GK + 1) (K3s − K4s) (3.31)
γ = K3s + K4s + GK (2K3sK4s − K4s − K3s) − 2 (3.32)
χ = G2K2 (K3s + K4s + 2K3sK4s) + GK (1 + 3K3s) + GK (1 + 3K4s) + 4 (3.33)























η = 4G2K2K3sK4s + 4GKK3s + 4GKK4s + 4 (3.35)
Equations 3.29 and 3.34 are now compared to assess the performance between
the two schemes. In both equations, the first term is the nominal unsaturated
performance, while the second term represent the saturation dynamics by the
two actuators. Comparing the denominator of the second term χ and η, it can be
deduced
(1 + 3K3s) > 4K3s
(1 + 3K4s) > 4K4s
(K3s + K4s + 2K3sK4s) > 4K3sK4s (3.36)
with K3s < 1 and K4s < 1 during saturated. Let G = a + bj. The real and imaginary
parts of χ and η can be expanded as
χ =(a2 − b2)K2(K3s + K4s + 2K3sK4s) + aK(1 + 3K3s) + aK(1 + 3K4s) + 4 (3.37)
+ j
(
2abK2(K2(K3s + K4s + 2K3sK4s) + bK(1 + 3K3s) + bK(1 + 3K4s)
)
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η =(a2 − b2)K2(4K3sK4s + 4aKK3s + 4aKK4s + 4 (3.38)
+ j
(
2abK2(4K3sK4s) + 4bKK3s + 4bKK3s
)
Assuming a2 > b2, and using Eqn. 3.36, the real and imaginary parts of Eqns. 3.37
and 3.38 can be compared in magnitude to obtain χ > η, or∣∣∣∣∣ 1χ < 1η
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.39)
which means the integrated scheme has a bigger denominator than conventional
scheme. This implies that the magnitude of the undesired saturation dynamics of
the integrated scheme is smaller for the numerator terms, β, which are common
across both schemes. Comparing these terms and Equation 3.27, it is seen the
controllable virtual demand is the one which the integrated scheme will be better
off than the conventional scheme. This is expected; one needs controllability to
improve on the performance.
Next, the second term numerator in Equations 3.29 and 3.34 are compared
for those terms that are different. Specifically, α from the integrated scheme is
compared to the γ for the conventional scheme. Removing the common terms
from both terms, and noting the relationship |(K3s−1)(K4s−1)| < 1 when 0 < K3s < 1
and 0 < K4s < 1 during saturation, results in
|α| > |γ| (3.40)
which shows the numerator of the integrated scheme to be bigger in magnitude
than the conventional scheme. With a larger numerator and denominator for the
integrated scheme, it is unclear which scheme is better. Referring to Equation 3.27,
the channels which exhibit this characteristic are the ones without controllability.
Thus, it is hard for any scheme to be superior to another without controllability.
The comparison for the two actuator saturation case shows the integrated
scheme having reduced magnitude of saturation dynamics over conventional
scheme for the distinct virtual demand with controllability, while unclear perfor-
mance comparison results are obtained for the other two virtual demands. For the
other 5 possible different combinations of two actuator saturations, similar results
are obtained. In the next section, simulations are presented providing additional
insights into the comparison.
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3.3 Simulation
3.3.1 Simulation Model
The actuator model used here is from the actuator model described in [30]. A
sinusoidal input at 0.3 rad/sec is used as input virtual command for all three
virtual demands when conducting all the simulations for consistency.
3.3.2 Simulation Results
The nominal simulation results are first shown in Fig. 3.5. The two control
schemes perform in the exact same manner as predicted in theoretical analysis
presented earlier.
To simulate the effect of actuator fault, the maximum voltage input level for
an actuator is reduced by 90 percent of its original value. This can also be thought
of as the actuator having a fault to reduce its effectiveness.
Fig. 3.6 shows the simulation results with Actuator 2 voltage range reduced.
The integrated scheme is able to track the virtual demand relatively well for all
three virtual demands in Fig. 3.6. In contrast, the conventional scheme shown
with green dotted line exhibits poor tracking consistent across the three virtual
demands. Fig. 3.7 shows the individual actuator responses for the same sim-
ulation. It can be seen the integrated scheme is able to exploit the available
actuator capability when actuator 2 is saturated to improve the performance over
the conventional scheme. This also implies the need for the remaining healthy
unsaturated actuators to have remaining actuator margins in physical constraints
for the integrated scheme to exploit.
Next, Actuator 1 and 2 are clipped in voltage to induce voltage saturation
with the same simulation profile, and the simulation results are shown in Figs. 3.8
and 3.7. It can be seen from Fig. 3.8 virtual demand responses for roll and pitch
between the two schemes are similar. This is explained from Equation 3.22, where
it can be seen the roll and pitch channels cannot be controlled separately. For the
yaw channel which is distinct, the integrated scheme’s yaw channel response is
superior to the conventional scheme. This is expected from the earlier section
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analysis which shows the superiority of the integrated scheme over the conven-
tional scheme when possible.
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results showing the 2 control schemes having exact re-
sponses when there is no actuator saturation events.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results for 1 actuator saturation case.
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Figure 3.7: Individual actuator responses for 1 actuator saturation case.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results for Actuator 1 and 2 saturation case.
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In this chapter, an integrated actuator control scheme is presented. Analyti-
cal analysis of an integrated actuator control scheme over conventional control
scheme is conducted for a tail-fin controlled UAV. By directly regulating in the
autopilot demand space, the change in the control variables over conventional
actuator control schemes improves the tracking performance during actuator sat-
uration when there is available actuator redundancy available. The integrated
scheme is shown to be superior in performance for one actuator fault case with
available actuator redundancy.
In the event when two actuators are faulty, the integrated scheme’s perfor-
mance continues to be superior in than the conventional scheme for the virtual
demand channel which is controllable. The next chapter presents a more gener-
alized analysis of the integrated scheme’s analysis.
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4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the superior performance of an integrated con-
trol allocation and actuator control scheme using frequency domain analysis on
a four tail fin UAV. To utilize the analytically redundant actuator, the integrated
scheme regulates the error in the virtual moment space rather than the physical
fin deflection space. An advantage of this scheme is that it improves the perfor-
mance of the actuator system during saturation fault, with a smaller magnitude
of error dynamics compared with conventional scheme [86], while keeping the
computational requirements low for implementation.
In this chapter, the previous chapter’s analysis is generalized using an alter-
native discrete domain approach. Using this approach, the characteristics of the
integrated scheme and conventional scheme are investigated, and new geometri-
cal insights into the scheme are obtained. One of the main focuses of this chapter
is to theoretically prove the superior performance of the integrated scheme over
the conventional scheme when practical input saturation fault is encountered,
and circumstances when it will be similar. A drawback of the integrated scheme
potentially having larger steady state actuator positions is addressed. Two pos-
sible solutions mitigating this issue are also proposed in this chapter. Simulation
results verifying the analysis are shown.
4.2 Conventional control scheme
Fig. 4.1 shows a typical control architecture of an aerial vehicle. The flight com-
puter computes the guidance and flight control laws to generate the desired virtual
moment demands. In over-actuated systems, the desired virtual demands are al-
located to individual actuators in the actuation system. Each actuator controller
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Figure 4.1: A typical vehicle autopilot scheme with the actuation system block.
controls its actuator motor to achieve the desired actuator command with their
sensors. In an aerial vehicle model, the actuator positions may be translated into
forces and moments, before being used to update the equations of motion of a
rigid body.
x˙ = f (x) + g (x) u (4.1)
where x is the vehicle states, and u consists of the actuator positions and throttle.
In cases where there is actuator redundancy, control allocation techniques may be
used to map the desired virtual demands δmc generated by the flight control to
the actuator commands δc
δmc = Pcaδc (4.2)
where Pca is the control effectiveness matrix. It is assumed the variation of Pca is






where there are p actuators in the system with q virtual demands. Solving Eqn (4.3)






PcaBca = Iq (4.5)
where Bca is the pseudo inverse control allocator.
A conventional control allocation and actuator control scheme is represented
in Fig. 4.2. First, the desired virtual demand δmc is generated by the system’s
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Figure 4.2: A conventional actuator control scheme.
control law, which is allocated to the individual actuators as commands by a
linear allocator Bca.
In the actuation system, a discrete domain model of an ith actuator with input
saturation can be described as
xik+1 = Aixik + Bisat (uik) (4.6)
yik = Cixik (4.7)
uik = Ki
(
δic − yik) (4.8)
where sat() refers to the standard saturation function:
sat(uik) :=

ui uik > ui
uik ui ≤ uik ≤ ui
ui uik < ui
(4.9)
with Ai ∈ Rn×n,Bi ∈ Rn×m,Ci ∈ Rl×n being the individual actuator state space
model parameters. n,m, l are the number of states, control inputs, and sensor
outputs of the individual actuator respectively. Ki = [ki1, ki2 . . . , kil] is the actuator
controller.
Let p be the number of actuators in the system with q desired virtual demands,
δmc ∈ Rq. The pseudo inverse control allocation and actuator system (termed
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conventional scheme) can be represented as







yk = Cpxk (4.11)
δm = PcaCpxk (4.12)
= Pcayk (4.13)
where xk is the kth sample of the states of the system. Ap = diag(A1, . . .Ap),
Bp = diag(B1, . . .Bp), Cp = diag(C1, . . .Cp). Ko = diag(K1, . . .Kp) represents the
actuator controllers which are decoupled from one another. The control allocation
matrix Bca ∈ Rp×q is assumed to have full column rank. It is also assumed that
there are more actuators than virtual demands in the system, p > q, or analytical
redundancy in the actuation system. This implies there exist non-unique actuator
yk combinations which produce the same virtual demand δm in the virtual demand
space.
4.3 Integrated actuator control scheme
In the integrated scheme, the idea is to shift the allocator from the flight computer
block to the actuation block to combine the actuators as shown in Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.4
shows the integrated actuator control control scheme in detail. First, the actuator
controller acts on the virtual demand error, which is presented to the pseudo
inverse control allocation algorithm Bca for allocating to the individual actuators.
Figure 4.3: Integrated Actuator Control Architecture
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Figure 4.4: Integrated Actuator Control Architecture in detail
The actuator responses are next deallocated by Pca for transforming the actuator
responses to the virtual demand δm space to be used for control. A constant Pca is
first considered, which can usually be obtained from trim analysis, as we do not
consider faults which drastically change the aerodynamic coefficients here. The
integrated actuator control scheme can be expressed as







with Kn = diag(K1,K2 . . .Kq) and Ki being the individual actuator controller.
In the case when an actuator control may have more than one input or output
m > 1 or l > 1, the control allocation and deallocation matrices have to be scaled
accordingly for dimension consistency. For instance, when l > 1, the relationship
between Bca and Blca is described in Eqns. 4.15 and 4.16 below
Bca =

b11 b12 . . . b1q




bp1 bp2 . . . bpq
 (4.15)
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Blca = Bca ⊗ Il (4.16)
=

b11Il b12Il . . . b1qIl




bp1Il bp2Il . . . bpqIl
 (4.17)
with Il being the identity matrix of dimension l. Similarly,
Bmca =

b11Im b12Im . . . b1qIm




bp1Im bp2Im . . . bpqIm
 (4.18)
In this work, the scaling of the Bca and Pca is implicitly assumed, unless illus-
trated during matrix manipulations for clarity.
4.4 Properties of the integrated actuator con-
trol scheme
4.4.1 Linear Equivalence in the Virtual Demand space
The two control schemes are shown to be equivalent to each other in the virtual
demand space when operating in the linear region. By removing the saturation
functions in Eqns. (4.10) and (4.14), the linear region for the conventional scheme
can be described as





Similarly, the integrated control scheme can be expressed as
xk+1 = Apxk + BpBmcaKn (δmc − δm) (4.20)
where Blca and Bmca are defined in Eqns. (4.16) and (4.18) respectively.
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Proposition 1. Suppose the individual actuator plants and controllers are the same, the
two control schemes are equivalent in the virtual demand space in fault/ saturation free
scenarios.
Proof. First, assume the individual actuator plants and controllers are the same.
This assumption may not be very restrictive for some UAVs types like quadrotor
UAVs due to symmetry. In some other small UAV designs, the system designer
may choose the same actuators due to small differences in loads or demands.
With this, the plant matrices can be partitioned in block diagonalized forms as
follows
Ap = diag(A1, . . . ,Ap)
=: diag(A)p (4.21)
Bp = diag(B1,B2, . . . ,Bp)
=: diag(B)p (4.22)
Cp = diag(C1,C2, . . . ,Cp)
=: diag(C)p (4.23)
Ko = diag(K1,K2, . . . ,Kp)
=: diag(K)p (4.24)
Kn = diag(K1,K2, . . . ,Kq)
=: diag(K)q (4.25)




b11 b12 . . . b1q




bp1 bp2 . . . bpq
 (4.26)
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Putting Eqns. (4.22), (4.25) and (4.26) into Eqn (4.20) yields
xk+1 =Apxk + BpBmcaKn (δmc − δm)
=Apxk +

Bb11K Bb12K . . . Bb1qK




Bbp1K Bbp2K . . . BbpqK

(δmc − δm) (4.27)
Noticing in Eqn (4.27) that the terms formed in the matrix multiplication of
BpBmcaKn has common BK terms, a change in the matrix order can be done as
follows
xk+1 =Apxk + diag(BK)pBlca(δmc − δm)
=Apxk + BpKoBlca(δmc − δm) (4.28)
Now, multiply PlcaCp to both sides of Eqn (4.28) to transform it to the virtual
demand space results in
PlcaCpxk+1
= PlcaCpApxk + P
l
cadiag(CBK)
pBlca (δmc − δm)
= PlcaCpApxk + P
l
cadiag(CBK)
pBlca (δmc − δm)
= PlcaCpApxk + diag(CBK)
qPlcaB
l
ca (δmc − δm)
= PlcaCpApxk + diag(CBK)
q(δmc − δm) (4.29)
Similarly for the conventional scheme, multiplying PlcaCp to both sides of Eqn (4.19)
results in
PlcaCpxk+1























= PlcaCpApxk + diag(CBK)
q(δmc − δm) (4.30)
Observing that Eqns (4.29) and (4.30) are equal, the linear equivalence between
the two control schemes in the virtual demand space is shown. 
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Remark 1. The analysis here reaffirms the previous analysis made in the frequency
domain, where it is shown the two schemes are equivalent when linear.
4.4.2 Orthogonal Control Update direction
The previous section has shown the two control schemes are equivalent in the
virtual demand space while operating linearly. However, the two control schemes
do not update the control signal in the same direction. This section describes the
differences between the two control schemes. The control update direction for
the integrated scheme is shown to be orthogonal to the actuator solution space,
while the conventional scheme’s direction is towards the desired virtual demand
point in the actuator space.
As it is assumed the system has analytical redundancy in the actuator space,
there exists an actuator solution set Ωδm where the actuators have the same virtual
demand δm.
Definition 1. Let the actuator solution set Ωδm ∈ Rp describe all the possible
actuator combinations yk which is mapped to an equivalent virtual demand δm:
Ωδm =:
{
yk ∈ Rp|Pcayk = δm} (4.31)
Similarly, let Ωδm be the set of desired actuator outputs yds which maps to the
desired virtual demand δmc in the virtual demand space:
Ωδmc =:
{
yds ∈ Rp|Pcayds = δmc} (4.32)
Lemma 1. Bcaδmc is orthogonal to the desired actuator solution space Ωδmc .
Proof. Let y1s and y2s be two distinct actuator outputs fulfilling the desired virtual
demand. They fulfil the following relationships:
Pcay1s = δmc (4.33)
Pcay2s = δmc (4.34)
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The vector (y2s − y1s) lies on the desired actuator set Ωδmc . The inner product




y2s − y1s)T BcaPcayds
= yT2sBcaPcayds − yT1sBcaPcayds (4.35)
Since BcaPca is symmetrical due to the pseudo inverse relationship, (BcaPca)
T =
BcaPca[87] . From this and Eqn (4.32), we have,〈
y2s − y1s,Bcaδmc〉
= yT2s (BcaPca)




)T yds − (BcaPcay1s)T yds
= (Bcaδmc)
T yds − (Bcaδmc)T yds
= 0 (4.36)
This implies that Bcaδmc and the desired actuator solution space Ωδmc is orthog-
onal. 
Lemma 2. BcaPca is an orthogonal projector of yk onto Bcaδmc.
Proof. Let y1 be an arbitrary actuator output. Showing the vector y1 − BcaPcay1 is




= yT1 BcaPcayds − yT1 (BcaPca)T BcaPcayds
= yT1 BcaPcayds − yT1 BcaPcaBcaPcayds
= yT1 BcaPcayds − yT1 BcaPcayds
= 0 (4.37)
Since y1 is an arbitrary actuator output, Lemma 2 is proved. 
Using these results, the update direction differences between the two schemes
can be compared.
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Theorem 1. The conventional scheme updates the control signal in the direction towards
the allocated desired virtual demand point Bcaδmc in the actuator space when unsaturated.






Bcaδmc − yk) (4.38)
From Eqn (4.38), the control signal’s update direction is characterised by Bcaδmc − yk,
which is towards the Bcaδmc. The actuator gains K are diagonal and assumed sim-
ilar and do not affect the update direction. 
Theorem 2. The integrated actuator scheme’s control signal uk is orthogonal to the
desired virtual demand set Ωδmc when unsaturated.






= diag(K)pBlcaδmc − diag(K)pBlcaPlcayk (4.40)
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 showed the first and second part of the integrated
scheme’s update in Eqn (4.39) to be orthogonal to the desired virtual demand
space. By superposition, the theorem is proven. 
In comparison, the conventional scheme updates the control signal in the
direction towards the allocated desired virtual demand point Bcaδmc in the actuator
space. This is graphically illustrated in Fig. 4.5 for a simple example of two
actuators serving a single virtual demand. When the initial position is not along
the orthogonal direction from zero, the integrated scheme updates the actuators
to move orthogonally towards the desired virtual demand space. On the other
hand, the figure shows the two control schemes directions are equivalent when
the states are along the Bcaδm.
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Figure 4.5: Differences in control signal update direction between the integrated
and conventional actuator control schemes consisting of two actuators and one
virtual demand for illustration. The integrated scheme updates orthogonally
to the desired virtual demand space, while the conventional scheme points the
control vector towards directly towards Bcaδmc.
4.4.3 Output stuck fault behaviour
Consider the effect of an input stuck fault to one of the actuators in the system.
The ith faulty actuator’s output can be modelled as
yi = y f (4.41)
where y f is an arbitrary stuck position of the faulty actuator. With the assumption
the actuation controller minimizes the error when possible with the output fault,
the following observations can be made about the reachability of the virtual
demand space by the two schemes. In fault free cases, it is assumed the individual
actuators are exponentially stable and tracks the reference command. This implies
the error regulated by the control scheme tends towards zero with time, or
lim
k→inf
yik = ri (4.42)
where ri is the ith individual actuator reference command, r = Bcaδmc.
Proposition 2. If the ith faulty actuator is stuck, there exists a steady state error in the
virtual demand space for the conventional scheme.
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Proof. For the conventional scheme, the virtual demand error due to the stuck













y f − ri
 (4.43)

The steady state virtual demand error for the conventional scheme is the
second term in the Eqn (4.43). In contrast, the actuator controller in the integrated
scheme regulates the virtual demand error. This implies in fault free cases, when
the assumption the integrated scheme’s controller is stable and regulating the






δmc − Pcayk)→ 0 (4.44)
Proposition 3. If the ith faulty actuator is stuck, there exists no steady state error in
the virtual demand space for the integrated scheme when there is sufficient actuator
redundancy.
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where bpi j is the ith and jth row and column of the matrix BcaPca. If the off diagonal
terms of BcaPca terms are non-zero with respect to the faulty actuator, the stuck
fault value is coupled into the other actuators via the matrix’s column. This can be
viewed as a change in the nominal reference command for the healthy actuators
caused by the fault. With the change in reference command to r′, it can be shown
with sufficient actuator redundancy
lim
k→inf
Pca (Bcaδmc − r′) = 0 (4.46)

This result makes the integrated scheme useful for handling actuator stuck
faults compared to the conventional scheme, as it iteratively updates the actuators
in the presence of fault to reduce the virtual demand error. This alleviates the
fault degradation effects felt by the overall control system to possibly enable
better performance by the outer control loops. Also, as the actuation system often
has higher bandwidth compared to the outer control loops, the fault alleviation
process may be faster compared to one implemented in an outer control loop.
4.4.3.1 Possible drawback and possible solutions
When the integrated scheme converges to the desired virtual demand faster than
the conventional scheme, the drawback of this performance comes from the over-
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Figure 4.6: Figure illustrating the differences between the integrated and conven-
tional scheme when actuators are input saturated.
all larger magnitude of final actuator positions. This can be seen in Fig. 4.6.
The conventional scheme aims toward the unconstrained virtual demand point
(Bcaδmc), which is minimal distance from origin satisfying the required virtual
demand. This results in the smaller actuator trim demand when compared to the
integrated scheme. A possible larger trim may not be desirable for some appli-
cations. For instance, flight vehicles may suffer from more trim drag when the
trimmed actuator positions are larger.
Depending on the requirements of the system to be designed, it may either be
desirable to achieve the desired virtual demand in the fastest time, or achieve the
minimum actuator position requirement. One possible way to fine tune between
the two requirements is to combine the two control schemes via a weighting gain
to balance the two demands as follows:
u = αuintegrated + (1 − α)uconventional (4.47)
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Eqn. 4.47 will result in a control update direction between
the two control schemes, which may be used for fine-tuning to meet a control
system’s requirements. This solution may be useful to achieve faster results than
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Figure 4.7: Possible solutions to alleviate the drawback of the integrated scheme,
which may possibly result in increased final actuator magnitude. The first solution
is to combine the two schemes for tuning the actuator update directions for design
flexibility.
conventional scheme, while handling possible actuator magnitude limitations.
Fig. 4.7 provides a graphical interpretation to the idea.
Another possible method to alleviate the integrated scheme’s larger final ac-
tuator demands is to first orthogonally reach the desired virtual demand using
the integrated scheme, then travel along the null space to reduce the actuator de-
mand using the conventional scheme. This effectively marries the best properties
between the two schemes. The real time computational requirement needed for
this solution is minimal, since one of the schemes is active only at a time, when
compared to the first integrated solution. Fig. 4.8 shows the described two-step
control graphically. One can also view this as an adaptive case of the first solution,
with α = 1 for the first step, before switching to α = 0 for the second step.
In the next section, simulations are presented to verify the theoretical analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Possible solutions to alleviate the drawback of the integrated scheme,
which may possibly result in increased final actuator magnitude: The second
solution is to first reach the desired virtual demand using the integrated scheme,
and subsequently converge to the minimal actuator magnitude position using the
conventional scheme.
4.4.4 Simulations and Discussion
A simple example consisting of 2 actuators and 1 virtual demand actuator system
is used to illustrate the properties of the integrated scheme described earlier. The
actuator plant used in the simulation is described in Ref. [30], which is shown
in Figure 4.9. The plant is a typical DC motor with gearing, and explained in
Ref. [88]. The parameters used in are detailed in Table 4.1.
A cascaded two loop controller shown in Figure 4.10 is used to provide good
control performance of the actuator plant from Ref. [30]. The control law is





where δci is the commanded deflection angle, and Kp = 6 and Kd = 0.02 are gains
for the control law. The overall simulation diagram is shown in Figs. 4.11 and
4.12, where CON represents the controller, and ACT the actuator model.
Let the control allocation matrix Bca and corresponding deallocation matrix
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Table 4.1: Actuator plant parameters used in the simulation
Parameters Values Parameters Values
KT 0.303125 KB 5.7333x10−4
L 0.35 × 10−3 H 0
R 0.933 Vlim 28
J 8.5354 × 10−7 N 274
B 2.0835 × 10−6
Figure 4.9: Actuator plant model used in the simulation
Figure 4.10: Controller used for controlling the actuator plant used in the simula-
tion
Pca be
Bca = [ 1 0.5 ]T (4.49)
Pca = [ 0.8 0.4 ] (4.50)
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Figure 4.11: Overall simulation diagram setup for the conventional actuator con-
trol scheme
Figure 4.12: Overall simulation diagram setup for the integrated actuator control
scheme
4.4.4.1 Unconstrained simulations
First, the differences between the unconstrained control update directions be-
tween the two control schemes are illustrated. The initial positions of 0 deg and
10 deg is set for Actuators 1 and 2 respectively. In Fig. 4.13, the unconstrained
versions of the two control schemes having the same virtual demand response is
shown. However, the actuator position plot in Fig. 4.14 shows the two schemes
update very differently to achieve the desired virtual demand. The conventional
scheme updates the actuators to the desired virtual demand point Bcaδmc, while
the integrated scheme updates the actuators orthogonally to the desired virtual
demand (line) space Pcaδm. Fig. 4.15 shows the individual actuator positions of
between the two control schemes, which are different.
The next set of unconstrained simulations set the initial conditions for the
actuators are set to zero for both actuators, which is a point along the vector
Bcaδmc. From the analysis in previous section, the actuator responses profile for
both control schemes will coincide due to the geometry. This is verified in Fig. 4.16
and Fig. 4.17, where the virtual demand plots show the equivalence between the
two schemes. This is further reinforced in Fig. 4.18, which shows the individual
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Figure 4.13: Simulation results showing without input saturation constraints for
the two schemes. The two control schemes are seen to have exactly the same
virtual demand response, as proven in the theoretical analysis presented earlier.
actuator positions being the same for the two control schemes.
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Figure 4.14: Simulation results showing without input saturation constraints for
the two schemes with initial conditions not on Bcaδmc vector. The integrated
scheme is shown to update orthogonally towards the desired virtual demand
line (space), while the conventional scheme updates towards the specific actuator
position Bcaδmc.
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Figure 4.15: Actuator position plots for simulations without input saturation
constraints for the two schemes with initial conditions not on Bcaδmc vector. The
actuator positions are different between the two control schemes due to the update
direction differences.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation results showing without input saturation constraints for
the two schemes with zero initial conditions (which is on Bcaδmc vector): It can be
seen the two control schemes trajectories are equivalent to each other.
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Figure 4.17: Simulation results showing without input saturation constraints for
the two schemes, with zero initial conditions. The two control schemes are seen
to have exactly the same virtual demand response, as proven in the theoretical
analysis presented earlier.
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Figure 4.18: Actuator position plots for simulations without input saturation
constraints for the two schemes with initial conditions on Bcaδmc vector. The
actuator positions are equivalent between the two control schemes.
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4.4.4.2 Input saturation simulations
Next, the control schemes are subjected to input saturation constraints. With zero
initial conditions, the simulation results for the input constrained integrated and
conventional schemes are shown for a step virtual demand input in Fig. 4.19. For
comparison, the unconstrained solution is also plotted. The integrated scheme is
able to reach the desired virtual demand faster when compared to the conventional
scheme. Calculating the sum of the absolute error between the desired virtual
demand and response as a measure, the integrated scheme has a lower score of
115.6 against the conventional scheme of 122.
Fig. 4.20 shows the relative actuator positions of the two control schemes as
they achieve the desired virtual demand. First, both actuators are saturated and
thus limited to move at 45 deg in the phase plot for both control schemes. As
the actuators desaturate when the virtual demand error reduces, the integrated
scheme updates orthogonally towards the desired virtual demand space, while
the conventional scheme is seen to move towards the original desired virtual
demand point to make it slower when compared to the integrated scheme.
Fig. 4.21 shows the actuators’ position responses for the simulation. The con-
ventional scheme’s steady state value is the same as the unconstrained response,
while the sum of the integrated scheme’s steady state or trim values can be seen
to be greater than the conventional scheme. This is the potential drawback of the
integrated scheme, which may not be desirable in certain applications.
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Figure 4.19: Simulation results showing the virtual demand response and actuator
positions for both control schemes with input control saturation constraints. The
integrated scheme can be seen to achieve the desired virtual demand response
faster compared to the conventional scheme.
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Figure 4.20: Simulation results showing the two actuator positions relative to the
virtual demand space. The blue line shows the integrated scheme updating per-
pendicularly to the black virtual demand line after desaturating, while the green
line shows the conventional scheme updating the actuator positions towards the
desired virtual demand point similar to the unconstrained version.
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Figure 4.21: Simulation results showing the actuator position responses for both
control schemes. The conventional scheme’s steady state value is the same as the
unconstrained response, while the sum of the integrated scheme’s steady state
values can be seen to be greater than the conventional scheme. This is the potential
drawback of the integrated scheme.
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4.4.4.3 Weighted control scheme simulations
Next, simulations showing the two integrated possible solutions to reduce the
steady state actuator values of the integrated scheme are shown. One possible
method to allow flexibility to the designer is to blend the two control schemes with
a weighting function as described in Eqn. 4.47 to tune between speed and reducing
trim values to meet system requirements. The phase plot in Fig. 4.22 illustrates the
concept for the same simulation setup, with equal weights between the two control
schemes with α = 0.5. The path taken by the weighted solution is intermediate
between the two control schemes. When the weighted solution closes towards
the desired virtual demand, the conventional scheme update within it dominates
to move the actuators to the unconstrained desired virtual demand point, which
can also be viewed in Fig. 4.24. This alleviates the drawback of the larger actuator
trim values experienced by using only the integrated scheme, at the expense of
some rise time as seen in Fig. 4.23.
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Figure 4.22: Simulation results showing the phase plot comparison between the
integrated, conventional and weighted solution. The weighted solution offers a
possibility in trading between performance and reducing the actuator steady state
values.
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Figure 4.23: Virtual demand step response for the integrated, conventional and
weighted solution. The weighted solution’s rise time is seen to be faster than the
conventional yet slower than the integrated scheme.
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Figure 4.24: Simulation results showing the individual actuator responses for the
weight solution, with the integrated and conventional schemes for comparison:
The weighted solution is seen to converge to the conventional steady state values.
This verifies the integrated weighted solution alleviates the larger steady state
(trim) values of the integrated scheme.
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4.4.4.4 Two step control scheme simulations
Fig. 4.25 show the actuator trajectory for the second solution to alleviate the larger
trim values in the integrated scheme. Here, we can see the two-step solution at
work. The first step of the solution is to use the integrated scheme to reach the
desired virtual demand in the fastest manner. For the simulation, it is done by
checking for the condition when the absolute virtual demand error is less than 0.1.
When this is fulfilled, the conventional scheme is deployed to bring the actuators
positions to the unconstrained solution. Fig. 4.26 verifies the virtual demand
response of the solution to be equal to the integrated scheme, while Fig. 4.27
shows the actuators decreasing to the conventional scheme’s steady state values
by the end of the simulation.
Overall, the two potential solutions are verified to work. They present flex-
ibility in the choice of tuning options for the control engineer to meet a control
system’s requirements.
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Figure 4.25: Simulation results showing the relative actuator trajectories of the
two-step solution integrated to achieve the same steady state values of the con-
ventional scheme with the response of the integrated scheme: From the plot, the
two-step solution uses the integrated scheme’s control to reach the desired vir-
tual demand before switching to the conventional scheme’s control to achieve the
minimal actuator steady state values.
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Figure 4.26: Simulation results showing the virtual demand response of the two-
step solution to alleviate the larger steady state actuator values for the integrated
scheme: Here, the proposed two-step solution is seen to preserve the same virtual
demand rise time as the integrated scheme.
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Figure 4.27: Simulation results showing the actuator positions of the two-step
solution. The final actuator values of the two-step solution is seen to be the same
as the conventional scheme.
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4.4.4.5 An tail ﬁn controlled UAV example
A practical simulation example of a four tail fin UAV example from Ref. [30] is
illustrated here. Previous work on this example using frequency domain error
analysis proved the magnitude of the error dynamics of the integrated scheme
is smaller than the conventional scheme. Using the new geometrical interpreta-
tion results presented in the previous section, an alternative perspective on the
simulation results is presented here.
The system consists of three virtual demand inputs δp, δr and δy which rep-
resents the control systems pitch, roll and yaw moment demands. The control
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 (4.52)
With four actuators and three virtual demands, and with Bca having full col-
umn rank, there is still one available analytical redundancy in the system to be
exploited. The individual actuator model and parameters used in this simulation
is identical to the previous simulation.
First, the actuator position output constraint is removed to observe the effect
of control input saturation. A step change of 10 deg in desired virtual demand in
all three axes acts is simulated. In Fig. 4.28, it can be seen the integrated scheme is
faster than the conventional scheme in reaching the setpoint for all three virtual
demands. To achieve this desired virtual demand for the conventional scheme,
Actuators 1 to 4 would have actuator commands of 10, 30, 10 and -10 degrees
respectively obtained from Bcaδmc. Thus, Actuator 2 control input constraints
would be the limiting factor in achieving the desired virtual demand. Fig. 4.29
shows the individual actuator position movements to achieve the desired virtual
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demand. Looking at the integrated scheme’s actuator responses, it can be seen
that the other actuators’ responses have been increased in magnitude to alleviate
Actuator 2’s demand. This alleviation results in an overall faster response.
Figure 4.28: Simulation results of a four actuators with three virtual demands ac-
tuation system with control input constraints. The integrated scheme is seen to be
faster in all three virtual demand response when compared with the conventional
scheme.
The next simulation imposes an additional actuator position limit of 20 deg
on each actuator. Fig. 4.30 shows the virtual demand responses with the actuator
constraint. Comparing it with Fig. 4.28, the conventional scheme has a steady state
error caused by the actuator position constraint, while the integrated scheme is
able to reduce the steady state error. Fig. 4.31 shows the Actuator 2 at its position
constraint, and the integrated scheme is able to orthogonally update the control
signal for the other actuators to iteratively reduce the virtual demand error. Using
the 2-norm of the virtual demand error at the end of simulation time of 0.25sec as
an indication of the difference in steady state error, the integrated scheme achieved
a far lower 0.2 compared with 4.3 for the conventional scheme due to the usage
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Figure 4.29: Simulation results of a four actuators with three virtual demands
actuation system with control input constraints. The magnitude of Actuator
2’s position is seen to be larger compared to the other three actuators for the
conventional scheme. This slows down its overall virtual demand response as
seen in the earlier figure. However, this effect is reduced for the integrated scheme,
as the other actuators compensate for the input saturation.
of the available analytical redundancy in the system.
So far, the simulations presented are with static step desired virtual demands.
Next, a varying desired virtual demand is studied. Letting the virtual demand
to be tracked be a sinusoidal signal of magnitude 10 deg and frequency of 1Hz,
Fig. 4.32 shows both control schemes tracking the virtual demands well when
unsaturated.
However, when the virtual demand frequency is increased to 2 Hz, the con-
ventional scheme’s performance degrades more significantly in comparison with
the integrated scheme as shown in Fig. 4.33. In the figure, the conventional
scheme’s response peak magnitude decreased by about 28% of the virtual de-
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Figure 4.30: Simulation results of a four actuators with three virtual demands
actuation system with control input and actuator position constraints. The inte-
grated scheme is able to achieve the desired virtual demand response, unlike the
conventional scheme.
mand compared to a drop of 8% for the integrated scheme. The reduction in
clipped magnitude may be explained by the reduction in clipping of the input
saturation due to the change in control signal update direction in the integrated
scheme, which alleviates the saturation effect as graphically explained in Fig. 4.6.
This provides an alternative perspective to the improvement in performance of
the integrated scheme over the conventional scheme, which has been analysed in
the author’s previous work [89], which showed the magnitude of error dynamics
to be smaller with the integrated scheme.
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Figure 4.31: Simulation results of a four actuators with three virtual demands ac-
tuation system with control input and actuator position constraints. With a 20 deg
limit on the actuators’ position, the integrated scheme increases the magnitude of
the other actuators to achieved the desired virtual demand shown in the earlier
figure. In contrast, the conventional scheme has a steady state virtual demand
error due to Actuator 2’s position saturation shown here.
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Figure 4.32: Simulation results showing similar responses with a sinusoidal vir-
tual demand of 1Hz frequency. This plot shows the tracking performance of the
two control schemes to be similar with less demanding virtual demand reference
signal.
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Figure 4.33: Simulation results illustrating the improvement in performance
of the integrated control scheme when the virtual demand is changing. With
an increased in virtual demand reference signal’s frequency, the conventional
scheme’s performance degrades more significantly when compared to the inte-
grated scheme.
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4.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents a theoretical discrete domain analysis of an integrated con-
trol allocation and actuator control scheme. The integrated scheme integrates a
pseudo-inverse control allocation with the actuator controller. This allows for the
integrated scheme to improve on its performance when compared to a conven-
tional control scheme.
The integrated control scheme is shown to be equivalent to a conventional con-
trol scheme in the virtual demand space when operating linearly. However, the
integrated scheme is shown to update the actuators’ control actions orthogonally
to the desired virtual demand space. This results in the integrated scheme’s po-
tentially faster performance as compared to a conventional control scheme when
both are subjected to fault saturation. Geometrical interpretations are shown, and
conditions when the two control schemes are similar are given. A drawback of the
integrated scheme is that it may require larger actuator demands over the conven-
tional scheme. Two possible solutions to alleviate this drawback are suggested.
Simulation examples in the chapter illustrated the theoretical analysis provided.
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Application of an integrated actuator
control scheme to improve the
Aerosonde UAV's fault tolerance
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, an integrated actuator control scheme has been analysed,
and simple initial simulations have shown promising results. In this chapter, the
integrated scheme is applied to an Aerosonde UAV, which has one of its actuators
stuck. This provides a complete system level analysis, and point to the areas
where the application of the integrated scheme has the most impact on.
The analysis first starts with the assumption the flaps on the Aerosonde UAV
are not available for control purposes. A simple right aileron fault effect is first
presented. Next, the analysis is shifted to a right ruddervator stuck case. The
challenge of this problem is the lack of adequate actuator redundancy to fully
handle the entire position range of a stuck ruddervator actuator. Nevertheless,
increases in the capability of the system to handle a wider stuck range would
always be desired. The analysis is then extended to include the case with usage of
flaps to evaluate whether a slight increase in control authority improves the fault
tolerance of the system. In the simulations, it is evident the integrated scheme im-
proves the ruddervator angle stuck range compared to the conventional scheme.
It also improved the results of an active reconfigurable scheme performance in
Ref. [7] by 23%.
Furthermore, better guidance tracking performance was obtained using the
integrated scheme through the alleviation of the fault degradation by the inte-
grated scheme. The integrated scheme may appeal as an alternative method to
improve on actuator fault tolerance for systems when the ability to increase actua-
tor redundancy is constrained. A guidance scheme consisting of a path generator
and path following algorithm to follow a path is next included. The integrated
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scheme’s is shown to improve the guidance performance due to the improvement
in flight performance with the stuck actuator faults.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, simulations are conducted
with an Aerosonde UAV model using first with a classical flight controller expe-
riencing aileron and ruddervator faults. Two sets of simulation results are shown
comparing the differences between the usage of the integrated actuator control
scheme and conventional actuator control scheme; one without the usage of flaps
and the other with the flaps usage to assess the availability of control authority
has post fault occurrence. Next, a comparison between the schemes on their fault
handling range to the ruddervator fault is presented. To complete the overall
system level analysis, a nonlinear guidance scheme is incorporated into the sim-
ulation setup to examine the guidance performance on a path following mission
to further examine the impact of using the integrated scheme. Lastly, conclusions
are presented.
5.2 Demonstration with ﬂight control
In this section, the integrated scheme is applied onto the Aerosonde UAV model
detailed in Ref [7] to evaluate its impact on the UAV suffering from a stuck right
ruddervator fault. The Aerosonde UAV has two ailerons, two ruddervators and
two flaps for actuation purposes as shown in Fig. 5.1. Conventionally, the rudder-
vators are predominant yaw and pitch moment generators, while the ailerons are
used for the roll moment generators. The flaps are usually used during takeoff
and landing phases to provide additional lift to the UAV. Due to the symmetry in
positioning of the ailerons, a single aileron stuck fault may be accommodated due
to the availability of control authority from the remaining healthy aileron. On the
other hand, the UAV has limited capability to accommodate a large ruddervator
fault due to the lack of remaining control authority to compensate for the fault
induced moments and control of the vehicle.
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show the simulation setups for the integrated and conventional
schemes implementation. A classical longitudinal and lateral autopilot is used
to track the airspeed, height and roll reference commands. The airspeed and
roll autopilots are designed with an inner rate damping control loop and outer
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Figure 5.1: Aerosonde UAV model under study; picture from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aerosonde.jpg.
reference command control loop, while the height control loop uses a Proportional
Integral (PI) controller. Turn coordination compensation is achieved by adding
the associated kinematic relation rate commands into the pitch and yaw rate loops
described in [80]. The sensors assumed available for flight control purposes are
the body angles, body angular rates and accelerations, airspeed and height, which
have been modelled as a time delay of 0.01 sec. The sensors output is filtered by
a first order low pass filter before being used in the autopilots.
In this assessment, two simulation configurations are analysed. First, simu-
lations are conducted without the usage of flaps for control. This configuration
may appeal in cases when the flaps are not available or desirable. This is further
evaluated in the next simulation configuration, where the flaps are utilized for
fault handling, to assess the potential improvement in performance with increased
control authority on the difficult ruddervator fault problem.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation block diagram for the integrated scheme.
Figure 5.3: Simulation block diagram for the conventional scheme.
5.2.1 Simulations Results
5.2.1.1 Aileron fault
First, a severe right aileron fault of 16◦ is simulated. Figures 5.4 to 5.6 show the
simulation results with the fault injected at 5 seconds into simulation.
As there are two actuators (left and right ailerons) to generate the desired roll
moments, the remaining healthy aileron would be able to null the effects of the
faulty aileron. Fig. 5.4 shows the outer loop responses. The airspeed and height
responses are similar using either of the schemes. This is due to the flight control
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tracking and regulation, which minimizes the fault degradation. While the roll
response at the largely similar, the integrated scheme regulated the roll response
better than the conventional scheme. The roll response perturbation due to fault
with the integrated scheme is within 2◦, while the conventional scheme’s roll
response went to −8◦ due to the fault occurrence at simulation time of 5 seconds.
The better regulation is due to the integrated scheme handling the fault at the
faster actuator control loop.
Fig. 5.5 plots the angle of attack and sideslip angle incurred by the two schemes.
Here,both the angle of attack and sideslip angle plots show the two schemes to
be similar, except for the sideslip angle at the point of fault occurrence. The
sideslip angle for the integrated scheme at the point of fault injection is slightly
smaller than the conventional scheme. This is due to the faster regulation by the
integrated scheme.
Fig. 5.6 shows the actuator responses by the two control schemes. The two
schemes actuator responses are largely similar, except for sharp left aileron re-
sponse at the fault occurrence in the integrated scheme which arrests the roll
angle variation faster compared to the conventional scheme.
When there is remaining control authority remaining in the system, there is
little difference between the two control schemes as the flight control will regulate
and minimize any deviation from its nominal response. The integrated scheme
would be slightly faster in regulating the fault degradation, as it regulates the
fault from the faster actuator control loop compared to the outer (and slower) roll
control loop in the conventional scheme.
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Figure 5.4: Outer loop control responses showing the similar tracking responses
between the integrated and conventional schemes with a 16◦ right aileron fault.
They are largely similar due to the healthy left aileron providing the control
authority to compensate for the fault. However, the integrated scheme is slightly
faster in the roll angle recovery as it handles the fault at the inner actuator control
loop.
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Figure 5.5: Angle of attack and sideslip angle comparison between the conven-
tional and integrated schemes with aileron fault without flap usage.
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Figure 5.6: Actuator responses showing the different actuator positions adapted
by the two control schemes. The plots on the left show the conventional scheme’s
while the right plots show the integrated scheme’s. The two scheme’s responses
are largely similar, except for the left aileron response at the fault injection time of
5seconds for the integrated scheme to better compensate for the fault.
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Next, the flaps is included into the simulation setup to examine the system’s
behaviour when slightly more control authority and more degrees of freedom
is presented. Here, the extreme limit of 18◦ right aileron fault is injected into
the simulation at the 5th second of the simulation. This is the extremal limit of
the aileron. With the flaps included in the simulation, there is remaining control
authority to handle the fault and possibly meet the desired virtual demands from
flight control.
Fig. 5.7 shows the outer loop control responses for the simulation. The plots
showed the responses of almost identical responses between the two schemes,
except for the slightly smaller roll angle degradation by the integrated scheme
compared to the conventional scheme. The reason for this faster response is the
same as the previous simulation case: the integrated scheme by handling the fault
at the inner control loop, is able to provide a faster response to handle the fault.
The main takeaway from conducting the aileron fault simulations is the sim-
ilarity in performance between the integrated and conventional schemes when
there is actuator redundancy in the system to adequately compensate for the fault.
The results are very similar due to the identical outer loop controllers which min-
imize the outer loop tracking deviations. However, the integrated scheme allows
for a slightly faster roll angle recovery at the aileron fault occurrence.
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Figure 5.7: Outer loop control responses showing the similar tracking responses
between the integrated and conventional schemes. They are largely similar due
to the identical flight controllers in place.
5.2.1.2 Ruddervator fault
Next, the problem of handling a ruddervator fault is examined. This is a harder
problem for fault accommodation, as normally the two ruddervators are dominant
pitch and yaw axes moment generators. The reason is that with a ruddervator
fault, there is only one remaining degree of freedom with the remaining healthy
ruddervator to control two axes.
First, the simulations are conducted without the usage of flaps. Results are
presented in Fig. 5.8 to 5.11, with the right ruddervator stuck fault occurrence
of −5 deg at simulation time 5sec. The reference profile consists of step changes
in airspeed, height and roll to assess the capability of the system to follow the
reference profile after fault occurrence. The roll command reference is filtered by
a first order filter to allow for smooth transitions.
In Fig. 5.8, the conventional and integrated scheme’s outer loop control re-
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sponses are similar when subjected to the severe fault. This can be expected since
the outer loop controllers for both schemes are identical. However, when one
plots the actuator position responses in the simulations shown in Fig. 5.9 show
different steady state fault allocation outcomes. For the integrated scheme, the
remaining healthy left ruddervator steady state value lies near the faulty right
ruddervator. This nulls the faulty ruddervator’s fault induced yawing moment.
This additional pitching moment is countered by the two ailerons, whose steady
state values has been increased to provide the pitch up moment. In contrast,
the nominal scheme nulls the fault induced pitching moment, while leaving the
pitching moment to the ailerons.
Looking at the virtual demand errors, which can be calculated by computing
the difference between the desired virtual demand from the autopilot and the
generated moment by the control schemes in Fig. 5.10, it can be seen the integrated
scheme has smaller virtual demand errors in the yaw and pitch moment planes
compared to the conventional scheme. This improvement shows up in Fig. 5.11,
which shows the angle of attack and sideslip responses of the UAV. It can be
seen the integrated scheme managed to regulate the fault induced sideslip to near
zero post fault, compared to the large induced sideslip angle by the conventional
scheme. However, the angle of attack is larger than the nominal scheme’s, due in
part to the larger post fault trim control surface deflections. However, this reduces
the aircraft state vector movement away from the nominal operating point due to
the fault.
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Figure 5.8: Outer loop control responses showing the similar tracking responses
between the integrated and conventional schemes. They are largely similar due
to the identical flight controllers in place.
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Figure 5.9: Actuator responses showing the different actuator positions adapted
by the two control schemes. The plots on the left show the conventional scheme’s
while the right plots show the integrated scheme’s whose post-fault trims are
different.
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Figure 5.10: Virtual demand error in the roll, pitch and yaw planes. While the roll
virtual demand error between the two schemes is similar, the integrated scheme
is able to reduce the yaw and pitch moment virtual demands compared to the
conventional scheme.
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Figure 5.11: Angle of attack and sideslip angle comparison between the conven-
tional and integrated schemes.
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5.2.1.3 Ruddervator fault
Simulation results are presented in Figs. 5.12 to 5.15, with the right ruddervator
stuck fault occurrence of−10 deg at simulation time 5 sec for the operaing point of
200m height and 25msec−1 speed. The reference profile consists of step changes in
airspeed and height in the longitudinal plane, and a filtered roll command to assess
the capability of the system to follow the reference profile after fault occurrence.
Besides the usage of flaps in fault accommodation, the fault magnitude used for
comparison here is doubled.
As shown in Fig. 5.12, the nominal and integrated scheme’s outer loop control
responses are similar when subjected to the severe fault. This can be expected
since the outer loop controllers for both schemes are identical. However, in
Fig. 5.13, the actuator position responses in the simulations show different steady
state fault trim outcomes. For the integrated scheme, the remaining healthy left
ruddervator steady state value lies near the faulty right ruddervator. This nulls
the faulty ruddervator’s fault induced yawing moment. This additional pitching
moment is countered by the two ailerons, whose steady state values have been
increased to provide the pitch up moment. The flaps are used in part to meet the
manoeuvring demands. In contrast, the nominal scheme’s healthy ruddervator
trimmed the fault induced pitching moment, while leaving the yawing and roll
moment demands to the ailerons and flaps.
Looking at the virtual demand errors, which can be calculated by computing
the difference between the desired virtual demand from the autopilot and the
generated moment by the control schemes in Fig. 5.14, it can be seen the integrated
scheme has smaller virtual demand errors in the yaw and pitch moment planes
compared to the conventional scheme. This improvement shows up in Fig. 5.15,
which shows the angle of attack and sideslip responses of the UAV. It can be
seen the integrated scheme managed to regulate the fault induced sideslip to near
zero post fault, compared to the large induced sideslip angle by the conventional
scheme. However, the angle of attack is larger than the nominal scheme’s, due in
part to the larger post fault trim control surface deflections. However, this reduces
the aircraft state vector movement away from the nominal operating point due to
the fault. The significance of this difference is elaborated in the next section when
a guidance scheme to track a path is included into the simulation setup.
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Figure 5.12: Outer loop control responses showing the similar tracking responses
between the integrated and conventional schemes. They are largely similar due
to the identical flight controllers in place.
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Figure 5.13: Actuator responses showing the different actuator positions adapted
by the two control schemes. The plots on the left show the conventional scheme’s
while the right plots show the integrated scheme’s whose post-fault trims are
different.
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Figure 5.14: Virtual demand error in the roll, pitch and yaw planes. While the roll
virtual demand error between the two schemes is similar, the integrated scheme
is able to reduce the yaw and pitch moment virtual demands compared to the
conventional scheme.
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Figure 5.15: Angle of attack and sideslip angle comparison between the conven-
tional and integrated schemes.
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5.2.2 Comparisons on fault tolerant range
One important criteria to assess the control schemes is on their ability to improve
on the actuator stuck fault range. The ability of the schemes to handle stuck
ruddervator fault is now compared with the usage of flaps in the simulations.
First, the conventional scheme is shown in Figs.5.16 and 5.17 to able to handle
a stuck ruddervator fault range between [-11,1] deg inclusive. This result also
matches the range of an active reconfiguration controller’s ability range in Ref [7]
of [-9,3] deg.
For the integrated scheme, Figs.5.18 and 5.19 showed the integrated scheme
being able to improve on the stuck fault range to [-12,3] deg, which is an 23% im-
provement in the results over the conventional and active reconfiguration control
schemes. This may appeal as an attractive solution for consideration when stuck
actuator fault tolerance in the system requires enhancement.
Figure 5.16: Conventional scheme’s outer loop performance
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Figure 5.17: Angle of attack and sideslip angle at the extreme end of the conven-
tional scheme.
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Figure 5.18: Integrated scheme’s outer loop performance
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Figure 5.19: Angle of attack and sideslip angle at the extreme end of the conven-
tional scheme.
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5.3 Demonstration with guidance included
The previous simulation results showed the flight performance improvement
by the integrated scheme with a classical flight controller when stuck actuator
fault occur when compared with conventional scheme. In this section, a guidance
scheme is included into the simulation setup to assess the impact of the integrated
scheme into mission performance. The mission here is to track a pre-planned path
as closely as possible, that is, to reduce the cross track error between the UAV and
the path.
The UAV guidance scheme consists of a path generator and path follower.
Note that as development of guidance schemes is beyond the scope of this study,
one of well-known and most studied algorithm is selected for each path planning
and path following. In the path generator, waypoints are used to describe the
path. A waypoint consists of position coordinates, waypoint type (arc or line),
radius and direction of turn of arc. Dubins curves [90] are used to construct the
planned path which is optimal in path length. The path following algorithm
used here is a nonlinear lateral path following algorithm from Ref. [91], which
experimentally demonstrated it can track circular paths closely. With reference to






where V is the inertial speed of the UAV, and η is the angle between the velocity
vector and virtual target. The virtual target is set at a fixed L1 distance ahead on
the path from the UAV. In Ref [91], it has been shown to be similar to a Proportional
Derivative Controller (PD) for small perturbations. L1 parameter can be chosen
to balance between stability and performance.
The lateral acceleration command can be translated to flight control roll com-







where G is the gravitational acceleration.
In the simulation, a right ruddervator stuck at −10 deg fault is introduced at
simulation time of 2 sec. A constant wind of 10m/sec in the northern direction
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Figure 5.20: Diagram for the guidance law
is injected. This large injection of wind at 40% of the UAV’s airspeed will test
the ability of the guidance and control scheme further in coping with practical
disturbance. The path consists of two sections of straight lines at each end of
the path, with a detour arc of 200m radius, and small 100m radius between the
lines and the detour semi-circle to smooth the path as shown. This simple path
is similar to the path profile in Ref. [9]. In Ref. [9], the circular arc represents a
pop-up No-Fly-Zone (NFZ) which the UAV has to avoid. Thus, small tracking
error performance is important to prevent potential incursions into the NFZ. The
lookahead distance L1 is chosen to be 100m, which is the maximum allowed from
stability considerations with the pre-planned path’s minimum turn radius.
First, the guidance performance of the two schemes is compared. Fig. 5.21
shows the tracks taken by the integrated and conventional schemes. The inte-
grated scheme’s track is closer to the path compared to the conventional scheme’s.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.22, which shows the magnitude of the cross track errors
incurred by the two schemes.
Similar to earlier simulation results without the guidance scheme, the con-
ventional scheme incurred a larger sideslip angle shown in Fig. 5.23 compared
to the integrated scheme. This results in poorer guidance tracking by the con-
ventional scheme, as typical guidance schemes may not measure or estimate the
sideslip angle for compensation. Overall, the application of a nonlinear path fol-
lowing guidance scheme in the control architecture quantified the improvements
to mission performance by the integrated scheme.
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Figure 5.21: Lateral plot of the paths taken by the two schemes with the pre-
planned path
Figure 5.22: Cross track error performance of the two schemes.
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This chapter presented a system level analysis of the usage of the integrated
actuator control scheme on an Aerosonde UAV model with the incorporation of
flight control and guidance control loops into the simulation to assess the overall
system effects of using the integrated actuator control scheme.
A classical flight control loop is first included into the simulation to assess the
flight performance differences between the conventional and integrated schemes.
A severe right aileron fault is first simulated. While the integrated scheme has a
smaller unintended roll due to the fault occurrence, the two schemes are largely
similar in performance for both simulations with or without flaps usage. This is
due to the availability of control authority redundancy offered by the remaining
healthy left aileron. The integrated scheme may offer little improvement when
adequate control redundancy is available for fault handling.
A right ruddervator fault is then simulated. Unlike the aileron case, the two
ruddervators are used as dominant yaw and pitch control effectors nominally.
With the loss of control to one ruddervator, the challenge is to fulfil the desired
control demands by flight control using the remaining healthy actuator and the
two ailerons. In this case, the integrated scheme reduces the allocation error
compared to the conventional scheme. This in turn reduces the steady state
sideslip angle magnitude dramatically.
The significance of the better allocation performance on fault tolerance through
the usage of the integrated scheme is the ability to improve on the fault tolerant
stuck range of the UAV to a ruddervator fault. The integrated scheme is able to
improve on the stuck fault tolerant range of the over the conventional scheme, as
well as results in Ref. [7] by 23%.
Furthermore, the impact of the flight control tracking performance by the
integrated scheme on the overall system performance during missions is assessed
by including a path following guidance scheme to the simulation setup. Due
to the conventional scheme incurring a larger stuck trim sideslip angle with a
stuck ruddervator fault compared to the integrated scheme. This translates to
better cross track error performance by a nonlinear guidance scheme to follow a
path as its mission. The guidance improvements come about due to the better
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flight regulation performance by the integrated scheme which alleviates the fault
degradation effects.
Overall, the work in this chapter presents the areas which the integrated
scheme may have improvements over the conventional one, and where little
differences may be seen. The integrated scheme shines in situations when there
is little degree of freedom in the control authority remaining.
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6.1 Introduction
Actuator faults reduce the amount of control authority remaining in the UAV
system. This leads to the degradation in the UAV manoeuvring capability, which
may impact its ability to successfully meet its mission demands. Many schemes
have focused on fault tolerant control to manage fault degradation.
Fault tolerant guidance may be deployed with fault occurrence. Fault toler-
ant guidance would be necessary especially when the available system’s control
resources are limited, and when fault tolerant control alone is insufficient [29].
From the system perspective, the guidance scheme needs to be compatible with
the degraded system to achieve mission success. When faults occur, guidance
schemes may generate excessive demands in which the degraded system may be
unable to fulfil. This may degrade the performance of the overall system, or even
resulting in system instability. Managing the guidance scheme’s demand also
potentially leads to improving the chances of mission success in the degraded
system.
A typical guidance scheme may consist of a path manager to provide the
path, and a path following algorithm to synthesize the flight control command
required for tracking the path. In recent research on fault tolerant guidance,
Ref. [9] proposed a method to reconfigure the path’s radius given the actuator
fault in the path manager. This is applied to the No-Fly-Zone mission whom
mission success depends on the UAV maintaining within the safety margin from
the planned path.
However, this may not be sufficient when handling extremal actuator faults,
or may pose severe constraints to other aspects of path planning. The aim of this
research is to propose a method which adapts the guidance algorithms according
to the severity of the aileron actuator fault. The usefulness of this research is to
provide an easily implementable method to change the guidance scheme’s looka-
head distance parameter for accommodating the degraded system’s capabilities.
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By reconfiguring both the path and the path following algorithm parameters,
extremal faults may be accommodated more easily as fault accommodation is
shared by both the path planning and path following schemes. This results in
smaller changes to either of the schemes due to the fault, which results in closer
performance to pre-fault conditions.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, the guidance scheme is
described. This is followed by a description of the effects of the aileron fault on
the system. The proposed guidance reconfiguration scheme is next presented.
This is followed by presentation of the simulation results, which is followed by
the conclusions of the chapter.
6.2 Guidance Scheme
The mission being considered here is a path following mission where the UAV is
required to track a desired path. This task is chosen as many high level missions
may be described as an UAV following a desired path. Typically, the guidance
scheme used to implement a path following mission may compose of a path
manager describing the desired path, and a path following algorithm to synthesize
the desired commands for flight control execution. Dubin’s paths [90] has been
used to construct the path as it is optimal in path distance yet conceptually simple.
The path is planned using straight lines and arcs.
A UAV nonlinear path following guidance algorithm has been recently de-
veloped and has successfully shown good experimental results is used here as
the path following algorithm [91]. In an evaluation of UAV path following algo-
rithms, the chosen scheme is shown to require the least control effort compared
with other state of the art algorithms [92] [93]. This algorithm is chosen here as the
remaining healthy control effort in fault occurrence may be severely constrained.










where V is the inertial speed and η is the angle between the inertial velocity and
the virtual target. The virtual target is set to be a lookahead distance L1 between
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Figure 6.1: Path following guidance law geometry
the UAV and on the desired path. In the next section, the actuator fault effects are
described followed by the implications to guidance path following capabilities.
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6.3 Aileron actuator fault
This section describes the effects of a stuck aileron fault. Starting with the basic
torque equation:





; p, q and r being the roll, pitch and yaw rates of the UAV











is the torque moment acting on the UAV, with L,M and N being
the roll, pitch and yaw moments respectively. The roll moment L for a typical
small UAV may be modelled as
L = q¯Sbre f
(
Clββ + Clp¯p + Clrr + Clδactθact
)
(6.4)
where q¯ is the dynamic pressure, S and bre f are the surface area and reference









, with the system having
n actuators. In the roll axis, the linearised roll rate about trim can be expressed as
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6.3. Aileron actuator fault
6.3.1 Roll performance degradation due stuck aileron
fault
Due to the location of the different control effectors on the UAV, the ailerons
on the UAV are the dominant control effectors for roll control. Assuming the
other control actuators are dominantly used to effect the moment axes and their














IxxIzz − I2xz)Clδa (6.10)
with δa = δal − δar, where δal and δar are the left and right aileron positions re-
spectively. Let the ailerons’ position range be [−umax,umax]. When an actuator
fault occurs, the roll rate performance would be reduced more in one direction
than the other when the faulty stuck actuator is not at the trim or null position.
The fault also reduces the healthy control authority, and hence the maximum roll
rate achievable in the opposite direction to the fault induced moments. This is
due to both the fault effect, and the need for the remaining healthy actuators to
compensate for the fault to achieve trim. Let
θδamin = min
(
|δ f stuck − δarmin |, |δ f stuck − δarmax |
)
(6.11)
be the minimum aileron authority between the left and right roll directions re-
maining post fault to influence the roll moment. Using this and integrating










Using Eqn. 6.12 as a conservative estimate of the system’s roll rate capability, the
proposed reconfiguration scheme is next described.
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6.4 Proposed method
6.4.1 Reconﬁguration of path following algorithm
In many path following schemes, a virtual target is used to aim for by the algorithm
in order to synthesize the guidance acceleration commands to flight control. With
the usage of a virtual target planted L1 distance between the UAV and itself along
the desired path, the actual acceleration profile is changed/ smoothed, from the
step acceleration demand to a gradual one. Fig. 6.2 shows the change in profile
through the usage of the virtual target.
For a Bank-To-Turn UAV, the flight control roll command may be generated

















where L1nom is the nominal virtual target distance designed. In the nominal design
of guidance, the ratio of L1nomRmin may be determined to satisfy the design requirements.












where Rmin is the path’s minimum radius.
As the fault reduces the roll rate achievable by the system, the time required








Figure 6.2: Acceleration profile required to track the desired Dubin’s path, and
the profile with a virtual target
The factor of 2 in Eqn. 6.17 is to account for the possibility of doublet manoeuvres,
where the UAV is initially banked at one roll angle and turning to the opposite
direction of roll.
To be compatible with the reduced capabilities of the system, the proposed
method increases the minimum lookahead distance L1 according to the relation-
ship
L1min = VTmin (6.18)
Therefore, upon fault occurrence and having fault actuator position, the guidance






This means when the actuator fault is relatively minor, and the system is assessed
to have sufficient remaining control authority to complete the manoeuvre, no
change to the path following algorithm’s lookahead distance is proposed. This is
in contrast to the method in Ref [75], in which reconfiguration occurs regardless
of the size of the fault.
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The proposed method assumes the flight control system continues to maintain
the stability of the degraded system. In the case when the fault becomes too severe,
any remaining control authority should be prioritized for flight stabilization before
guidance.
6.4.2 Impact of path following ability of the guidance
scheme with change
Figure 6.3: Path following algorithm’s geometry
The stability of the guidance scheme is closely related to the lookahead distance
L1 as the parameter manages the sensitivity of the algorithm. Insights to the impact
of the proposed L1 change in the proposed scheme is analysed here using some
of the results from Ref. [91].
The rates of change of angles η and β can be described in terms of inertial
angular rotation rates ωL, ωV, and ωT from Fig. 6.3 as
η˙ = ωL − ωV (6.20)
β˙ = ωL − ωT (6.21)
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Resolving the UAV and virtual target’s velocities parallel and orthogonal to the
L1 direction with reference to the geometry in Fig. 6.3, the system differential












sin η − cos η tan β) − V cos η
R cos β
(6.23)
The states are well-behaved and satisfy Lipschitz conditions if
|η (t) | < 90 deg (6.24)
|β (t) | < 90 deg (6.25)







From Eqn 6.26, a feasible solution exists only when K’s range is limited to
0 < K ≤ 2 (6.27)
A physical interpretation of the upper bound of K arises from the virtual target
needing to track a circle of Rmin, in which case the maximum distance possible
between a vehicle on the desired path and the circle is 2Rmin.
Another way of assessing the impact of change in K is to consider the linearised
dynamics of Eqn. 6.22 and Eqn. 6.23 about the stationary point. The linearised
dynamics of the guidance law may be approximated as a second order system















where wn and ζ are the bandwidth and damping ratio of the system, and R is
the radius of the path. From the two equations, changing L1 value can be seen
to influence both of them. In Eqn 6.28, the bandwidth of the linearised system is
inversely related to K. To visualize the relationship between K and the damping
ratio ζ, Fig. 6.4 shows the relationship between the two variables. From the figure
and author’s experience, K ≤ 1 for reasonable good tracking performance.
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Figure 6.4: Plot showing relationship between K and damping ratio ζ.
6.4.3 Changing path radius to mitigate fault
A problem with this approach is that when the fault is large or stuck towards
the extremal positions leaving little healthy actuation authority, the lookahead
distance L1 may be dramatically increased using above method. This results
in poor tracking performance which may be unacceptable. This effect may be
alleviated if the path is allowed to be rerouted using a larger minimum turning











Using Eqn. 6.15 and approximating tan(x) by x, the minimum radius for replan-








The corresponding L1 is
L1 = KRminre (6.32)
Using Eqns. 6.31 and 6.32, the proposed method provides the changes to Rmin
andL1 required to maintain the damping ratio of the linearised dynamics of the
guidance scheme with fault occurrence. This indirectly helps to maintain the
guidance performance of the degraded system.
In summary, the proposed method suggests the following
• Minor fault. The system has sufficient remaining capability to complete the
mission. No change to the guidance parameters is proposed.
• Severe fault. The system does not have sufficient capability to meet the
desired path. L1 is increased to accommodate the fault using Eqn. 6.18.
• Very severe fault. The system has little authority remaining. L1 change is too
large relative to the original minimum radius, or when reconfigured would
bring about unacceptable tracking performance. One way to alleviate this
is to consider the path being rerouted with a larger and less restrictive min-
imum radius. The proposed scheme suggests a method to proportionally
increase the lookahead distance and the minimum radius to preserve the
linearised dynamics damping ratio of the nominal design. Eqns. 6.31 and
6.32 are used to determine the new Rmin and L1 respectively.
6.5 Simulation results
In this section, the proposed guidance reconfiguration scheme is analysed using
the Aerosonde UAV model detailed in Ref [7]. As described in the previous
chapter, the UAV guidance scheme consists of a path generator, path follower and
guidance reconfiguration module as shown in Fig. 6.5. In the path generator, way-
points are used to describe the path. A waypoint consists of position coordinates,
waypoint type (arc or line), radius and direction of turn of arc. Dubins curves [90]
are used to construct the planned path which is optimal in path length. The path
following algorithm used here is a nonlinear lateral path following algorithm from
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Figure 6.5: Simulation block diagram for the reconfiguration guidance scheme.
Ref. [91], which experimentally demonstrated it can track circular paths closely.
Actuators faults are either detected using sensors or through a fault detection and
isolation system. When faults occur, the information is passed to the guidance
reconfiguration module, which assesses the severity of fault and reconfigures the
guidance parameters according to the proposed method. The control and other
modules are the same as the simulation setup described in the previous chapter.
First, the simulation results for a right aileron actuator with 14 deg fault at
simulation time of 10 sec are shown in Figures. 6.6. Here, the path taken by the
UAV with and without guidance reconfiguration is compared. With reconfigura-
tion in accordance to the proposed method, it is seen the UAV tracks the desired
path better than the one without reconfiguration. This is confirmed in Fig. 6.7,
where the cross track guidance error is plotted. With the proposed reconfigura-
tion method, the maximum guidance error is reduced significantly. The reason
for this is shown in Fig. 6.8, where the remaining healthy left aileron is saturated
at its limit during some periods of time. This leads to the inability of the UAV
without reconfiguration to track the guidance roll command well, as shown in
Fig. 6.9.
Next, the simulation is repeated with a smaller right aileron actuator fault of
7 deg at simulation time of 10 sec. Due to the smaller fault, the calculated L1new is
smaller than the nominal L1, resulting in no changes to the guidance lookahead
distance. Thus, the virtual target distance is maintained at the nominal L1 value
of 40m as the actuator fault is deemed to be minor by the proposed scheme.
Figures 6.10 to 6.13 compare the simulation with fault against the nominal fault
free case. Fig. 6.10 shows generally good tracking of the roll command despite
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Figure 6.6: UAV paths of simulations with right aileron fault of 14 deg
fault occurrence, which is similar to the nominal fault free case presented for
comparison. This is due to the remaining healthy left aileron being able to fulfil
the demands by control and guidance, as shown in Fig. 6.11. Next, in Fig. 6.12,
it can be seen both the nominal fault free and the fault simulations tracked the
desired path closely. The magnitude of the cross track error performance is further
examined in Fig. 6.13. As one may expect, the simulation with fault has a slighter
larger cross track error compared to the fault free case due to the fault degradation,
which may still be acceptable for mission requirements.
In the next simulation, the change in radius to improve the guidance perfor-
mance post fault is examined. Here, the right aileron is stuck at fault position
of 16 deg out of the total possible 18 deg position limit. This leaves a marginal
2 deg of the healthy aileron above the trim value to manage the guidance require-
ments. In this case, only changing the lookahead distance to accommodate the
fault results in a L1 being 147m, which is larger than the minimum radius of the
planned path. This naturally results in poor tracking performance as shown in
Fig. 6.14. Changing both the mimimum radius and the lookahead distance in
this case results in the path radius having a minimum radius of 203m and the
lookahead distance is 81m according to the proposed method. The same figure
shows the UAV being able to track the planned path well.
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Figure 6.7: Guidance cross track error of simulations with right aileron fault of
14 deg
For the last comparison simulation, the proposed method is compared with
another recent reconfiguration method in Ref. [9] for No-Fly-Zone (NFZ) appli-
cation. Sometimes, the UAV may be presented with pop up areas which the UAV
would be required to detour from its original intended path. The path’s turning
radius and the ability to reasonably track the path is important to prevent excur-
sions into the NFZ. To recap, in Ref. [9], the proportion of the remaining aileron
authority in terms of left and right control authority is used to reduce the roll
angle limit and increase the roll time constant used. The information is next used
to determine the minimum radius required to handle the fault degradation.
A right aileron fault of 12 deg is simulated with a NFZ of 80m with safety
margin of 20m. The proposed method increases the lookahead distance L1 slightly
from the original 40m to 49m to accommodate the fault, while maintaining the
original path. In contrast, Ref. [9]’s method requires the increase of the minimum
radius of the path to 458m. Fig. 6.15 presents the paths taken by the two methods
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Figure 6.8: Actuator plots of simulations with right aileron fault of 14 deg
relative to the NFZ. From the figure, the proposed scheme is able to track the
original path relatively well without a change in radius with the fault, while a
huge increase in path radius is suggested for the other method.
If one is to increase the fault position towards its extremity, the size of the
minimum radius will increase significantly using Ref [9] method. This may pose
difficulties for path planners with the dramatic increase in path radius. On the
other hand, the proposed method reduces the potential change in minimum radius
by first using an increase in lookahead distance to alleviate the fault degradation.
This additional degree of freedom in handling the fault allows the designer to
trade-off between guidance tracking and path planning, which potentially enables
coping with mission constraints more effectively.
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Figure 6.10: Roll tracking performance of simulations with right aileron fault of
7 deg and fault free case
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Figure 6.12: UAV paths of simulations with right aileron fault of 7 deg and fault
free case
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Figure 6.13: Guidance cross track error of simulations with right aileron fault of
7 deg and fault free case
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Figure 6.14: UAV paths profile of simulations with very severe right aileron fault
of 16 deg with change in lookahead distance alone at left hand side, and together
with change in path’s radius on right hand side
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Actuator faults reduce the amount of control authority remaining in the UAV
system. This leads to the degradation in the UAV manoeuvring capability, which
may impact its ability of follow particular path profile required to successfully
complete its mission. Many schemes have focused on fault tolerant control to
manage the fault degradation. However, fault tolerant guidance may be deployed
to further enhance the mission success rate, or when fault tolerant control may
not be sufficient alone.
This research proposes a guidance reconfiguration method to adapt the guid-
ance scheme to stuck aileron actuator fault. By accounting for the fault degra-
dation, the guidance virtual target distance may be changed to be compatible
with the remaining healthy actuator capabilities. Stability criteria are suggested
to keep the guidance scheme feasible. The impact of the guidance dynamics by
the guidance adaptation is also described in changes to the damping ratio and
bandwidth. One advantage of this method is that it does not change the guid-
ance virtual target distance for minor actuator faults when the system’s remaining
capabilities are adequate to avoid unnecessary performance degradation.
Simulations using an Aerosonde UAV model shows improved guidance path
tracking performance using the proposed method with large actuator faults. Also,
simulation results comparing between the nominal fault free case and with minor
actuator fault show the system is able to adequately track the path without causing
the remaining healthy actuators to saturate. By adapting both the path following
lookahead distance and the path’s radius to accommodate the fault degradation,
the proposed method’s additional degree of freedom in the choice allows for a
smaller turning radius. Minor faults or less severe faults may be accommodated
by increasing the lookahead distance. This potentially provides more flexibility in
the system design. In a No-Fly-Zone (NFZ) flight path simulation application, the
proposed method is shown to be less restrictive in the path’s change required to
the same fault compared to another guidance reconfiguration scheme in Ref. [9].
Overall, this fault tolerant guidance may be a possible approach to improve the




This research journey started with the author’s interest in getting UAVs to be
more reliable from a system’s perspective. Starting from the causal factors of
UAV losses, fault tolerant control is identified as a means to manage the severe
faults before they degrade the system sufficiently to cause system failure. The
aim of this research is to improve the ability of UAVs to handle actuator faults.
In particular, focus is placed on the mitigation of extremal cases via integrated or
combined approaches to improve the performance of the degraded system. The
crux of fault tolerant control in handling the fault is the availability of redundancy
to accommodate it. In the absence of or limited redundancy, strategies may need
to be developed to enable safe recovery.
In many areas, the integration and miniaturization of many components to
form systems within systems have brought about the new capabilities and im-
provements. This idea is explored with an integrated actuator control scheme
combining control allocation in the actuation system. Initial research has resulted
in theoretical proof of the superiority of the proposed actuator scheme being
shown for a four fin tail controlled UAV when one and two actuators are sub-
jected to input fault. The superiority comes from the automatic utilization of the
analytical redundancy by the controller in this new structure.
Besides superiority in performance, the new actuator control scheme utilizes
fewer controllers when compared to conventional schemes. This may lead to
cheaper implementation realizations. Also, the proposed scheme is analytically
shown to be equivalent in nominal operating conditions during initial research,
which may require less design effort when one would like to switch from existing
conventional scheme to the proposed scheme.
Using discrete time domain analysis, geometrical insights into the proposed
scheme is obtained. The geometrical insight shows the improved performance
of the proposed scheme is due to its orthogonal update direction with respect to
the actuator solution space. However, a potential shortcoming of the proposed
scheme for flying platforms is that it may cause larger trim values. Two possible
alleviation methods are proposed to reduce the larger trim values. Simulations
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are conducted which verified the analysis done. Overall, a deep understanding
of the proposed scheme is achieved.
The integrated actuator control scheme is applied on a typical small Aerosonde
UAV model for evaluation at system level. The integrated scheme is able to im-
prove on the stuck fault tolerant range over the conventional scheme and results
in Ref. [7] by 23%. The simulation results also showed the conventional scheme in-
curring a larger stuck trim sideslip angle with a stuck ruddervator fault compared
to the proposed scheme. This translates to better cross track error performance by
a nonlinear guidance scheme to follow a path as its mission. The guidance per-
formance improvements come about due to better flight regulation performance
by the proposed scheme which alleviates the fault degradation effects.
To improve mission safety and performance with actuator faults, a guidance
reconfiguration method is proposed for a common path following mission. By
adapting both the path planner and path following algorithms’ parameters, larger
faults may be better accommodated. Also, increased flexibility is afforded by
the method compared to other schemes. Stability criteria are suggested, and
simulations with the Aerosonde UAV model demonstrated the proposed scheme’s
properties for fault accommodation.
Overall, this research provided new insights into the handling of actuator faults
in UAVs severely constrained in control authority. The research may be partic-
ularly relevant for small UAVs which could be limited by system constraints to
provide for the redundancy needed for handling the fault. In today’s context
of moving towards UAV operations in non-segregated airspace, a UAV’s ability
to conduct safe operations reliably is crucial. This implies the ability to handle
safety critical component failures becoming important. In some UAVs, the sys-
tem’s ability to provide the redundancy may be constrained by the platform. This
may especially be so for control surface actuators, where the placing or avail-
ability of the actuators is limited. New schemes which alleviate the performance
degradation due to actuator faults are proposed here. The impact of this work is
to expand the possibilities a designer may have for improving the fault tolerance




With each new understanding and discovery come new exciting possibilities. This
work is no exception. The following aims to detail some of the possibilities to
enhance the work presented thus far.
In this work, an integrated actuator control scheme has been developed. Anal-
ysis and simulations using a tail-fin controlled UAV verified the smaller error dy-
namics, and studies into the geometrical interpretations enhanced performance
are obtained. In the case when control authority is available, the proposed scheme
may reduce the performance degradation. In the case when redundancy is not
available, more research may be conducted to understand and devise possibilities
to conduct safe emergency recovery for such dire situations.
Although the proposed scheme is shown to improve on the stuck fault tol-
erance of the system, the overall remaining capability of the system may still be
overwhelmed by excessive guidance demands. One direction for future work
is to research on fault tolerant guidance schemes which can accommodate the
limited actuator capabilities post fault.
This has led to initial work on reconfigurable guidance to accommodate the
actuator fault degradation effects. The proposed reconfiguration method utilizes
both guidance modules to provide the flexibility and ability to accommodate
the fault. Although the proposed work has shown to improve the overall stuck
fault handling capability of the degraded system post fault, the extremal stuck
fault cases still pose a formidable problem. Future research may explore tighter
integration between guidance and flight control modules for possibilities to extract
and enhance the fault handling capabilities.
A potential obstacle to the usage of integrated schemes in practical flight ap-
plications is the increased complexity in the verification and validation (V&V)
process needed before flight. This is due to the increased complexity of the inte-
grated module compared to the often smaller standalone modules. Research into
this aspect may bring about increased knowledge and confidence in practitioners
deploying such approaches in future.
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